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CHAPTER 1 

CHECK SITE CONDITIONS, COLLECT TOOLS AND RAW MATERIALS 

1.1  BASICS ON SOLAR ENERGY: 

 Solar energy is energy that comes from the sun. Every day the sun radiates, 

or sends out, an enormous amount of energy. Like other stars, the sun is a big gas 

ball made up mostly of hydrogen and helium. The sun generates energy in its core 

in a process called nuclear fusion. Solar power is energy from the sun that is 

converted into thermal or electrical energy. Solar energy is the cleanest and most 

abundant renewable energy source available. 

 Solar technologies can harness this energy for a variety of uses, including 

generating electricity, providing light or a comfortable interior environment, and 

heating water for domestic, commercial, or industrial use. 

1.1.1 Photo Voltaic effect  

Electricity can be generated directly from sunlight, by a process called 

photovoltaic effect, which is defined as the generation of an electromotive force as 

a result of the absorption of ionizing radiation. The photo voltaic effect can be 

observed in almost any junction of material that have different electrical 

characteristics, but the best performance to date has been from solar cells made of 

Silicon.  

 

Fig 1.1 Photovoltaic effect 
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1.1.2 Solar Cell: construction and working  

The basic building block of a photovoltaic system is the Solar Cell, a 

semiconductor device having a simple p-n junction and which when exposed 

to sunlight produces DC electricity. The solar cell is made up of “Semi-

Conductor” materials that are processed to make the device photovoltaic. 

The solar cell is made of single crystal silicon, polycrystalline and 

amorphous . A thin p type silicon wafer is taken through phosphorus 

diffusion process and by screen-printing technology electrodes are made. 

The P-N junction of the solar cell gives rise to diode characteristics. Hence a 

solar cell is a PN junction device on which front and back electrical contacts 

are screen-printed. ). The side, which has negative polarity, is taken as front 

side and that which has positive polarity is taken as backside. The front or 

Negative side is exposed to  sunlight for conduction to take place. Two 

Tinned copper strips work as terminal leads for  interconnection to other 

cells. For collection of charge from the cell and conduction to terminal leads 

on negative side, Silver Oxide lines are screen printed horizontally and these 

are joined to terminal leads at close spacing (refer Fig  1.2a). These lines 

cover only 5% of the total area of the cell, so that these do not pose any 

hindrance to the exposure of Sunrays. The back or Positive side is not 

exposed to sunlight; hence Aluminium is coated on whole surface for better 

conductivity (refer Fig 1.2b). Aluminium is coated instead of Silver Oxide as 

latter is expensive hence not economical. The operation of solar cells 

involves these major processes:  

 Absorption of sunlight into semiconductor materials . 

  Generation of charge carriers.  
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 Separation of +ve & -ve charges to different regions of the cell to 

produce e.m.f.  

 

   

(a)                                                               (b)    © 

Figure:1.2 (a) solar cell front view (b) solar cell rear view © solar cell actual view 

 

1.1.2.1 Working of Photovolatic cell :  

 Photovoltaic directly convert solar energy into electricity. They work on 

the principle of the photovoltaic effect. Sunlight is composed of photons, or 

particles of solar energy. These photons contain various amounts of energy 

corresponding to the different wavelengths of the solar spectrum. When photons 

strike a photovoltaic cell, they may be reflected, pass right through, or be absorbed. 

Only the absorbed photons provide energy to generate electricity. When enough 

sunlight (energy) is absorbed by the material (a semiconductor), electrons are 

dislodged from the material's atoms. When the electrons leave their position, holes 

are formed. When many electrons, each carrying a negative charge, travel toward 

the front surface of the cell, the resulting imbalance of charge between the cell's 

front and back surfaces creates a voltage potential like the negative and positive 

terminals of a battery. When the two surfaces are connected through an external 

load, electricity flows.  
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   Fig 1.3: Working of photovoltaic cell 

1.1.3 BASIC TERMS:   

i. The watt measures the rate of energy conversion and it is the main unit 

of power used in photovoltaic. 

1 kilowatt (kW)  1000W 

1 megawatt (MW)  1000 kW or 1000000 watts  

1 gig watt (GW)  1000 MW or 1000000000 watts  

1 Terawatt (TW)  1000 GW or 1000000000000 watts  

PW  P = peak (peak-performance of a 

module)  

ii. ENERGY = POWER x TIME 

  1 Kilowatt Hour = 1KWH = 1000 watts 
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  Electrical energy is generally measured in kilowatt-hours (kWh). If a  

  solar panel produces 100 watts for 1 hour, it has produced 100 watt- 

  hours or 0.1 kWh. 

iii. What is a solar rating?  

   The solar rating is a measure of the average solar energy (also  

  called “Solar Irradiance”) available at a location in an average year.  

  Radiant power is expressed in power per unit area: usually Watts/sq- 

  meter, or kW/sq-meter. The total daily Irradiation (Wh/sq-meter) is  

  calculated by the integration of the irradiance values (W/sq-meter). 

iv. Solar Cell: 

  The basic photovoltaic device, which generates electricity when 

 exposed to  sunlight, shall be called a “Solar Cell”. 

v. Solar Module: 

  The smallest complete environmentally protected assembly of  

 interconnected solar cells shall be called “Module”. 

vi. Solar Panel: 

  A group of modules fastened together, pre-assembled and 

 interconnected, designed to serve as an installable unit in an Array shall be 

 called “Panel”. 

vii. Solar Array: 

  A mechanically integrated assembly of modules or panels together 

 with support structure, but exclusive of foundation, tracking, thermal control 

 and other components,  as required to form a dc power producing unit shall 

 be called an “Array”. 

viii. Solar irradiation: 
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  The total solar radiant power incident upon unit area of an inclined  

 surface (Watt/m²) is called total solar irradiance. 

On any given day the solar radiation varies continuously from sunrise 

to sunset and depends on cloud cover, sun position and content and turbidity 

of the atmosphere. The maximum irradiance is available at solar noon 

which is defined as the midpoint, in time, between sunrise and sunset. 

ix. Insolation: 

  Insolation differs from irradiance because of the inclusion of time. 

 Insolation is the amount of solar energy received on a given area over  time 

 measured in kilowatt-hours per  square meter squared (kW-hrs/m2) -  this  

 value is equivalent to "peak sun hours". 

x. Peak Sun Hours: 

  Peak sun hours is defined as the equivalent number of hours per day, 

 with solar irradiance equaling 1,000 W/m2, that gives the same energy 

 received from sunrise to sunset. A peak sun hour is of significance because 

 PV panel power output is rated with a radiation level of 1,000W/m2 . 

xi. Conversion Efficiency 

  The ratio of the maximum power to the product of area and irradiance  

 expressed as a percentage. 

  n = (Maximum power / Area x irradiance) x 100 %  

1.1.4 V-I Curve of Solar cell: 

The total electrical output (wattage) of a photovoltaic module is equal to its 

output voltage multiplied by its operating current. The output characteristics of any 

given module are characterized by a performance curve, called an I-V curve that 

shows the relationship between current and voltage.  
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Figure 1.4: Module I-V curve (12VDC nominal)  

Figure  shows a typical I-V curve. Voltage (V) is plotted along the 

horizontal axis. Current (I) is plotted along the vertical axis. I-V curve 

contains three significant points: Maximum Power Point (representing both 

Vmp and Imp), the Open Circuit Voltage (Voc), and the Short Circuit 

Current (Isc).  

 Maximum Power Point : 

This point, labelled Vmp and Imp, is the operating point at which the 

 maximum output will be produced by the module at operating conditions 

 indicated for that curve.  

 Open Circuit Voltage : 

This point, labelled Voc, is the maximum voltage achieved when no current  

 is being drawn from the module. Since no current is flowing, the module 

 experiences maximum electrical potential. The example in Figure 1.4  
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 displays an open circuit voltage of approximately 21.4 volts. The power 

 output at Voc is zero watts since there is no current.  

 Short Circuit Current : 

This point, labelled Isc, is the maximum current output that can be reached 

 by the module under the conditions of a circuit with zero resistance or a 

 short circuit. The example in Figure1.4  displays a current of approximately  

 2.65 amps. The power output at Isc is zero watts since the voltage is zero.  

1.1.5 Advantages and Disadvantages of Solar Panel 

Advantages 

 Fuel source for Solar Panel is direct and endless so no external fuels 

required. 

 Sunlight - free of cost. 

 Unlimited life of Solar Modules, fast response and high reliability. 

 Pollution free. 

 Minimum Maintenance 

 Independent working 

 Operation is simple and no electrochemical reaction and no liquid 

medium. 

 Noise-free as there are no moving parts. 

 No AC to DC conversion losses as DC is produced directly. 

 No transmission losses as installed in the vicinity of the load. 

 Suitable for remote, isolated and hilly places. 

 Since it is in modular form, provision of future expansion of capacity 

is available. 

 It can generate powers from milli-watts to several mega watts. 
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 It can be used almost everywhere from small electronic device to 

large scale MW power 

 It can be installed and mounted easily with minimum cost. 

Disadvantages 

 Initial cost is high 

 Dependent on sunlight 

 Additional cost for storage battery. 

 Climatic condition, location, latitude, longitude, altitude, tilt angle, 

ageing, dent, bird 

 It has no self-storage capacity. 

 Manufacturing is very complicated process. 

 To install solar panel large area is required. 

1.1.6 Components of Solar power Generation systems: 

 The solar power system consists of the following components: 

i. Solar array 

ii. Battery Bank 

iii.  Solar Charge Controller 

iv.  Field Junction Box 

v. Inverter 

vi.  Net meter 

vii. Solar Module Mounting Structure 

viii. Earthing kit 

ix.  Cables. 

i. PV Module, panel and array : 
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 It is the heart of the solar power plant. Actually a single solar PV cell 

generates very tiny amount that is around 0.1 watt to 2 watts. But it is not 

practical to use such low power unit as building block of a system. So 

required number of such cells are combined together to form a practical 

commercially available solar unit which is known as solar module or PV 

module. 

 Photovoltaic modules consist of PV cell circuits sealed in an 

environmentally protective laminate, and are the fundamental building 

blocks of PV systems. In a solar module the solar cells are connected in 

same fashion as the battery cell units in a battery bank system. That means 

positive terminals of one cell connected to negative terminal voltage of 

solar module is simple sum of the voltage of individual cells connected in 

series in the module. The normal output voltage of a solar cell is 

approximately 0.5 V hence if 6 such cells are connected in series then the 

output voltage of the cell would be 0.5 × 6 = 3 Volt. 

 Photovoltaic panels include one or more PV modules assembled as a 

pre-wired, field-installable unit.  

 A photovoltaic array is the complete power-generating unit, 

consisting of any number of PV modules and panels. Fig 1.5 below shows 

the  picture of PV cell, panel, module and array. 

 

https://www.electrical4u.com/working-principle-of-photovoltaic-cell-or-solar-cell/
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   Fig 1.5: PV Module, panel and array 

ii. Battery: 

  It is used to produce the power back or store the excess energy 

 produced during day, to be supplied during night.    

iii. Charge Controller: 

  Charge controllers regulate the DC from the solar panels to make 

 sure that the batteries don’t overcharge. A charge controller can measure 

 whether the batteries are fully charged, and can stop the current from 

 flowing in order to prevent the batteries from permanent damage.  

iv. Field Junction Box (FJB): 

FJB is the interface between Solar panels and the Charge Controller. 

All the incoming/outgoing cables/wires from Solar panel to Charge 

Controller are terminated at FJB. Fig 1.6 below shows the picture of FJB. 
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   Fig 1.6: Field Junction Box (FJB) 

v. Inverters (or Converters):   

  Solar panels produce direct current which is required to be converted 

 into alternating current to be supplied to home or power grid.  

vi. Net Meter: 

  A net meter is a key component of solar systems that are connected to 

 the grid if your utility offers net metering.  

  If your utility company offers net metering and you have grid-

 connected solar, with or without a battery, any solar electricity that you 

 produce that you don’t use (or store in your battery) is sent to the grid. With 

 net metering, your utility will pay you for that electricity you send, which 

 lowers your electric bill.  To keep track of how much electricity your solar 

 panels produce versus how much electricity you use from the utility, a 

 special electric meter, called a ‘net meter’, is required.  

https://www.solaris-shop.com/inverters/
https://www.solarreviews.com/blog/what-is-net-metering-and-how-does-it-work
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Since they aren’t connected to the utility, off-grid solar systems do not need 

 a net meter. 

 

 

vii. Solar Module Mounting Structure: 

  This is made up of galvanized iron frames and angles. In this structure 

 flexibility is provided to change the module-mounting angle seasonally. This 

 structure is grouted by small civil work and modules are mounted 

 subsequently. Also, this mounting structure should be earthed suitably at 

 several places if voltage of the array is more than 50 Volts. 

viii. Earthing kit: 

  Earthing kit is provided to earth the mounting structure.  The 

 installation shall have proper earth terminals and shall be properly earthed. 

 The earth resistance shall not be more than 2 ohm. Earth provided shall 

 preferably be maintenance free using earth resistance improvement material. 

ix. Cables: 

  We require different types of cables to connect module to module, 

 modules to charge controller, charge controller to battery, or connect battery 

 to load as required. The cable size used for interconnection of SPV module, 

 Charge Controller and battery shall be minimum 2 X 2.5 sq. mm Cu. Cable. 

 As far as some hardware is concerned the screws and bolts/nuts are of 

 Chrome plated, stainless steel and brass so that rusting should not be take 

 place. 

 

1.1.6 Types of Solar power Generation  system: 

  According to the requirement of power, multiple photovoltaic 

 modules are electrically connected together to form a PV array and to 
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 achieve more power. There are different types of PV systems according to 

 their implementation. 

i. PV direct systems: These systems supply the load only when the Sun is 

shining. There is no storage of power generated and, hence, batteries are 

absent. An inverter may or may not be used depending on the type of load. 

ii. Off-grid systems: This type of system is commonly used at locations where 

power from the grid is not available or not reliable. An off-grid solar power 

system is not connected to any electric grid. It consists solar panel arrays, 

storage batteries and inverter circuits. Fig 1.7 and 1.8 shows the Off-grid PV 

system. 

               

   

Fig 1.7:Simple Off-grid PV systems           Fig 1.8 : Typical Off-grid PV system 

 

Merits: 

a. Independent from the power provided by the utility company. 

b. Cheaper alternative than extending grid in remote areas. 

c. A solution to regular power cuts. 
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d. Purchase battery as per your requirement 

Demerits: 

a. It is more expensive than On-Grid systems as batteries are expensive to 

replace. 

b. Batteries have limited life and require maintenance. 

c. Requires more components than On-Grid systems 

iii. On-Grid Systems 

  This is the most popular Solar PV system mainly installed in 

 residential,  industrial and business areas that have regular power supply 

 from the utility grid. Excess energy is sent to the utility grid for which you 

 either get credited to your electricity bill or paid depending on the state 

 laws. Fig 1.9 and 1.10 shows the On-grid PV system. 

   

Fig 1.9 :simple On-grid PV systems           Fig 1.10 : Typical  On-grid PV system  

Merits: 

a.  Cheapest Solar PV system, since it requires the lowest no of components for 

setup. 
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b. Lowest maintenance costs. 

c.   Exchange excess energy with the utility grid. 

d. Reduce the burden of high tariff electricity bills, year on year tariff increase 

(avg. 2%). 

e.   Can be upgraded to a Hybrid Solar PV system. 

f.  Higher efficiency than Off-Grid systems since it is grid dependent 

Demerits: 

a. Does not have a backup for electricity outage. 

b. Since it is dependent on the utility grid there is no power during an outage 

iv. Hybrid Systems: 

 As the name suggests, this type of system is a combination of both on-grid 

and off-grid systems where the system is connected to the grid and also has a 

battery backup. It is installed in areas that cannot depend on their electricity 

providers and require a backup during inconsistent power cuts. Fig 1.11 and 1.12 

shows the Hybrid PV system. 
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Fig 1.11 :simple On-grid PV systems           Fig 1.12: Typical  On-grid PV system 

    

Merits: 

a. Eliminates the possibility of having no power. 

b. Extra energy is exchanged with the utility company. 

c. Battery setup is based on requirements 

Demerits:  

a. More expensive than on-grid Solar PV Systems. 

b. Batteries will require maintenance as they have a limited life 

1.2 Use of Solar Panels: 

i. Solar panel used for electricity generation:  

 We use solar panels to generate electricity. This process can take 

place either in domestic or industrial purposes. The domestic solar panels 

can be used in generating electricity at home. And in the industrial panel 

we use to generate electricity in mass. For this, engineers need to install an 

array of solar panels from a solar power station. Solar panels can be used 

to generate large amounts of electricity, and this process can take place 

both at domestic and industrial scale. A key benefit of solar panels is that 

they can be used in providing electricity in the remote areas as well, 

provided there is enough solar energy at that place.  This will help the 

people living there.   

ii. Solar panel used for cooking: 

 It can be used for cooking by using solar oven (solar cooker) instead of 

cooking in conventional oven. 
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iii. Solar panel used for Battery charging: 

 It can be used to charge a battery bank in the sunlight throughout the 

day and use this battery bank in the nighttime or when required. 

iv. Solar panel used for Water heaters: 

 It can be used for water heaters known as solar water heater. 

Nowadays solar water heater replaces the traditional water heaters. 

v. Solar panel used for Transports: 

 It can also be used in solar powered vehicles in future. 

1.2.1 Handling Procedure of Solar Panels: 

  Solar panels are heavy and awkward to lift and carry. Loading and 

 unloading panels from trucks and on the roofs can cause strains, muscle 

 pulls and back injuries .The panels can also heat up quickly when exposed to 

 sunlight, causing burns if not handled safely. Therefore, following 

 precaution and procedure should be carried out during handling of solar 

 panels. 

i. Always stop working in bad weather: 

  The first safety rule to keep in mind is to stop working in bad 

 weather. In a storm, the wind can blow these panels around resulting in 

 damage to the PV system.  You should never work in conditions of snow or 

 high wind, when these conditions are expected, due to the increased chance 

 of slipping or losing your balance as a basic rule, do not install a solar PV 
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 system on your own, have a least one other person with you in case of 

 accident or emergency. 

ii. Electrical risks: 

  Solar panels should be covered with an opaque sheet when un-

 packaged, to prevent heat or energy buildup. Also, keep your photovoltaic 

 solar panels covered with an opaque material during wiring to stop or 

 prevent electricity production. Wear insulated gloves when working with 

 solar panels as they may have an electric charge.  

iii Lifting ,  moving solar panels and accessing the roof: 

  Always use safe lifting techniques and lift each solar panel with at  

 least two people. If possible, it is advisable to use a forklift to move the 

 solar panels. Never climb ladders while carrying solar panels, hoist solar 

 panels onto rooftops, use cranes, hoists or ladder-based winch systems, make 

 sure that they were properly inspected.  Solar panels can be very heavy, 

 make sure that the roof is strong enough to support the weight of the solar 

 panels before mounting your solar panels.  

  When working on rooftops, always ensure that extreme safety 

 precautions are taken (including  harnesses, lifelines and safety 

 nets) to prevent slipping, falling and causing injury or death. It is 

 advisable to use insulated tools when working on a photovoltaic 

 system. Use rubber latter mats to prevent the ladder from slipping and 

 get a second person to securely hold  ladders as you climb. An elevating 

 work platform (EWP) may also be a suitable means of access. 

http://www.coshnetwork.org/sites/default/files/OSEIA_Solar_Safety_12-06.pdf
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 Fig 1.13 to 1.16 shows  the technique, how to Lifting ,  moving solar panels  

 and accessing the roof 

    

 Figure 1.13: Boom-type elevating work platform                  Figure 1.14: Scissor-lift elevating work platform 

 

     

 Fig 1.15: Example of a panel lifter  Fig. 1.16: Example of acceptable ladder use  

iv  Do not drop anything on the solar panels, for it can damage or break them.  

 Make sure the area underneath your solar panels is clean, clear and free of  

 foreign objects. Be very careful of falling objects and do: not ever throw  

 objects up or down when installing a PV system. 
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1.3 Energy Storage, control and conversion: 

1.3.1 Energy storage: 

  Batteries store and produce energy as needed. In PV systems, they  

 capture surplus energy generated by your PV system to allow you to store  

 energy for use later in the day. Like technologies such as fuel cells, a battery 

 converts chemical energy to electrical energy. There are many types of 

 batteries that can be used in PV systems. The lead-acid type of the most 

 common, but lithium-ion batteries are becoming more popular. 

 Lithium -ion batteries n Batteries LeLead-acid batteries Batteries 

Becoming more common in domestic 

grid-connected solar PV storage 

systems 

Used for off-grid storage systems 

where additional storage is required 

More expensive Less expensive 

Lighter and smaller Heavier and larger 

Requires integrated controller to 

manage charging and discharging 

Requires good charging and 

discharging process to maintain 

battery health 

More efficient Less efficient 

Longer expected lifetime Shorter expected lifetime 

  Table 1.1: Two Most Common Types of Batteries for PV System Storage 

http://www.fuelcellstore.com/power-devices
https://www.fuelcellstore.com/fuel-cell-stacks
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1.3.1.1 Battery Capacity: 

  Battery storage systems often have power ratings in kilo Watts   

 (kW)  and are typically between 1 – 7 kW. The power rating is the   

 capability of the battery to provide power. The measurement for   

 battery storage capacity is in ampere-hours (Ah) or kilowatt-hours   

 (kWh). A 12-volt battery rated at 480Ah stores 2.25 kWh of energy.   

 This is usually larger than the batteries actual capacity because: 

 Batteries lose some energy during charging and discharging 

 Batteries cannot be fully discharged 

 

     

  Figure 1.17:  An example of a gel battery, rated at 12 volts and 58 amp-

hours. 

 

1.3.1.2 Battery Banks : 

   When the total voltage needs is greater than what one battery  

  can provide, a number of batteries are connected together to form a  

  bank. For example, two 12-volt batteries wired in series (positive  

  terminal to negative terminal), produces a battery bank capable of  

  providing up to 24 volts of DC energy, and four batteries wired in  
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  series produces 48 volts. Fig 1.18 shows the battery bank of 2 strings  

  of 2 volt batteries wired in series.Each string is 12 volts, so the total  

  capacity of battery bank is 24 volt. 

Battery banks are sized to allow loads to operate for multiple 

days during cloudy weather conditions when the array is not able to 

charge the battery bank. Batteries have a limited life cycle. A cycle 

consists of discharging a battery and recharging it to full capacity. The 

life cycle of a battery can be lengthened if the battery is not 

discharged all the way to 0% charge. A reasonable  design is to have 

batteries discharge to 50% then recharge full.However, this design 

may require having more batteries in the bank. Batteries used in solar 

systems are classified as deep-cycle batteries and may be discharged 

up to 80% of its storage capacity 

  

Figure 1.18:  A bank of two strings of 2 volt batteries wired in series. Each string is 12 volts 

 

1.3.2 Solar Charge Controller: 
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  Charge controller is the interface between Array and battery bank. It 

 protects the battery from overcharging and moderate charging at finishing 

 end of charge of battery bank. Therefore it enhances the life of the battery 

 bank. It also indicates the charging status of batteries like battery 

 undercharged, overcharged or deep discharged through LEDs indications. 

 Some switches and MCBs are also provided for manual or accidental cut-off 

 of charging. In some charge controllers load terminals are also provided 

 through a low battery charge cut-off device so that it can protect the battery 

 bank from deep discharge. The front view of a typical Charge controller is  

 shown in Fig 1.19 and  connection is shown in fig 1.20 

     
 Fig1.19: front view of Solar Charge  Fig 1.20: connection diagram of Solar  

  Controller      Controller    

  

 

  First the controller is connected to battery bank and then it is 

 connected to Solar Array/Solar module for sensing the voltage from the 

 module. When the system is put into operation, the SPV modules start 

 charging the battery bank. 

  The solar charge controllers can also control the reverse power flow. 

 The charge controllers can distinguish when no power is originating from 

 the solar panels and open the circuit separating the solar panels from the 

 battery devices and halting the reverse current flow. 
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  A set of operational amplifiers are used to monitor panel voltage and 

 load current continuously. If the battery is fully charged, an indication will 

 be provided by a green LED. To indicate undercharging, overloading, and 

 deep discharge condition a set of LEDs are used.  

  Care should be taken that in no case the battery connections are 

 removed from the controller terminals when the system is in operation, 

 otherwise SPV voltage may damage the Charge controller, since the solar 

 voltage is always higher than the battery voltage. 

   

1.3.2.1  Types of Solar Charger Controller: 

  The two major types of solar charge controllers are: 

a) Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) controllers 

b) Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) controllers 

a) Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) controllers: 

PWM stands for Pulse Width Modulation. PWM charge control 

 devices can be used as an electrical switch between batteries. The 

 switch can be quickly switch on and switch off. Therefore, desired voltage 

 can be obtained to charge the batteries. The charge current will be slowly 

 decreased as the batteries charged. 

b) Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) controllers: 

  MPPT stands for Maximum Power Point Tracking. MPPT is a 

 technique to observe and regulates the energy going from solar panel to the 

 battery. Solar panels show changeable outputs according to weather 
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 conditions.  MPPT charge control devices can match the solar panel voltage 

 with battery  voltage to maximize the charge efficiency.  

1.3.2.2 Comparison between  MPPT and  PWM:  

 MPPT devices are more efficient than PWM. MPPT charge control 

devices have 30% more efficient in charging efficiency according to PWM 

type.  On the other hand, MPPT controllers are more expensive than PWM 

controllers. Because of that, in small systems where the efficiency is not 

critical, are still using PWM charge controller. 

1.3.3 Conversion: 

a)  PV cell : As we know that the sun energy is converted to electricity(DC) 

through  Photovoltaic cell. 

b)  DC to AC converter(Inverter): DC is converted into ac through inverter. 

1.4 BASIC ELECTRICAL SYSTEM AND FUNCTIONING: 

i. Inverter: 

  As SPV array produce direct current electricity, it is necessary to 

 convert this direct current into alternating current and adjust the voltage 

 levels to match the grid voltage. Conversion shall be achieved using an 

 electronic Inverter and the associated control and protection devices. All 

 these  components of the system are termed the “Power Conditioning Unit 

 (PCU)”. In addition, the PCU shall also house MPPT (Maximum Power 
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 Point  Tracker), an interface between Solar PV array & the Inverter.. 

 Inverter output should be compatible with the grid frequency.  

ii. Combiner Box : 

A PV system array with multiple strings of modules will  have a positive 

lead and a negative lead on the end of each  string. The positive leads will be 

connected to individual fuses and the negative leads will be connected to a 

negative busbar in an enclosure. This is called the source circuit. The combiner box 

serves to “combine” multiple series strings into one parallel circuit. For example, 

an array with three strings of 10 modules wired in series would produce 300 volts 

(10 modules x 30 volts) per string and 4 amps per string. When the leads are 

landed in the combiner box, the circuit would produce 300 volts at 12 amps (3 

strings x 4 amps/string). Once the circuits are combined, leaving the box it is 

referred to as the “output circuit”. 

   

 

   

  Fig 1.21: junction box 

iii. PV (DC)Disconnect : 
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A direct current (DC) disconnect switch is installed between the inverter 

load and the solar array. The disconnect switch is used to safely de-energize the 

array and isolate the inverter from the power source 

 

Figure 1.22 :Examples of DC safety disconnect switch boxes. 

iv. AC Disconnect Switch : 

Safety disconnect switch are required on the AC-side of the inverter to 

safely disconnect and isolate the inverter from the AC circuit.  

 

Figure 1.22. Examples of AC safety disconnect switch boxes. 

v. Net meter: 

Net metering is an electric billing tool that uses the electric grid to 

store excess energy produced by your solar panel system. Under net 
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metering, energy your solar panels produce and you don’t use is credited 

back to you.On a cloudy or rainy day when your panel’s aren’t producing 

enough energy, the utility grid will feed your home energy, and count that 

energy against the credits you’ve banked over time.  

1.5 MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT AND ITS FUNCTIOING: 

i. Racking: 

  Racking refers to the mounting apparatus which fixes the solar array 

 to the ground or rooftop. Typically constructed from steel or aluminum, 

 these apparatuses mechanically fix the solar panels in place with a high level 

 of precision. Racking systems should be designed  to withstand extreme 

 weather events such as hurricane or tornado level wind speeds and/or high 

 accumulations of snow. 

  Rooftop racking systems typically come in two variations 

 including flat roof  systems and pitched roof systems. For flat rooftops it is  

 common for the racking system to include weighted ballast to hold the array  

 to the roof using  gravity. On pitched rooftops, the racking system must be  

 mechanically anchored to the roof structure. Ground mounted PV systems,  

 as shown in figure 1.23, can also use either ballast or mechanical anchors to  

 fix the array to the ground. Some ground mounted racking systems also 

 incorporate tracking systems which use motors and sensors to track the Sun  

 through the sky, increasing the amount of energy generated at a higher 

 equipment and maintenance cost. 

https://energyeducation.ca/encyclopedia/Steel
https://energyeducation.ca/encyclopedia/Aluminum
javascript:%20void(0)
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   Fig 1.23:  solar inverter (yellow) mounted to the solar racking converts  

    DC electricity from the solar array to useful AC electricity 

ii. Interconnector: 

  Interconnectors help solar panels connect with one another as 

 shown in fig 1.24. These should be extremely weather-resistant and 

 should enable secure connections. 

 

Fig 1.24: Interconnector 

1.6 MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE OF EQUIPMENT: 

  Once a corporate or state is ready to go solar, the next step is to  

 identify the checkpoints in maintenance of solar power plant which is one of  

 the major concerns plant heads have while deciding to go for on-site solar. 
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 Who will take care of the solar power plant maintenance? How will it be 

 done? How will the maximum output be ensured? These are some of the 

 questions that come up. 

  Maintenance of solar power plant is handled by the solar developer. 

 This ensures equipment life is maximized, and incentives are perfectly 

 aligned with both the parties. Solar power plants require very little 

 maintenance as there are no moving parts.  Preventative maintenance is 

 performed on major components of a solar PV system is given below:  

1. Solar modules and Solar mounting structures: 

  The regular maintenance activity for a solar array (some solar 

modules connected in series), in India especially, is to keep the surface 

(glass) dust free. Occasional inspection and checks of the solar module 

ensure the performance efficiency at optimal levels. 

a. Cleaning: To remove a layer of dust, panels are simply washed with soft 

water. If the module has thick dirt or grime and bird droppings, which 

are harder to remove, cold water is used, and the panel surface is cleaned 

with a sponge. Sometimes, soft detergents are also used along with water 

for easier cleaning. Metal brushes should be avoided to prevent wearing 

of the panel surface. 

https://www.cleanmax.com/solar-update/smooth-operation-and-maintenance-as-easy-as-1-2-3.php
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   Fig 1.25: Picture of Cleaning PV panel 

 Note: Many people question, do solar panels need cleaning? - the answer is yes. 

 Depending on the type of panel you have, you might be weekly or monthly in 

 cleaning solar panels. Your solar panel manufacturer should be able to advise 

 you on this for solar panel cleaning. 

b. Defect Checking: A visual inspection of the modules is done 

periodically to look for possible defects such as cracks, chips, de-

lamination, fogged glazing, water leaks and discolouration. If any 

obvious defects are found, their location is noted down in the system 

logbook so that they can be monitored for generation output. If the 

damage causes the modules to perform lower than the rated value, they 

should be replaced. 

c. Structure Stability: Solar module mounting frames are examined to 

make certain that the frames and modules are firmly secured, and 

mounting bolts are rust free. Junction boxes are inspected to ensure that 

the wires are not chewed by rodents or insects. 
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2. Inverter / charge controller: 

  This component is maintained by minimizing dust accumulation. A 

 dry cloth is used to wipe away any accumulated dirt/dust. After which a 

 visual inspection ensures that all the indicators such as LED lights are 

 working and the wires leading to and from this device are not loose. If self- 

 checks are done, note that the charge controller should indicate that the 

 system is charging when the sun is shining. 

3. Wiring and connections: 

  Inspect all wiring installations, conductors, terminators, conduit, 

 junction box etc regularly for any cracks, breaks or deterioration in the 

 insulation.. Moreover, the connections are  inspected for corrosion and/or 

 burning. 

1.7SITE SURVEY, DESIGN AND EVALUTION OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS: 

1.7.1 SITE SURVEY  

  An ideal site survey should contain the following parameters:  

i. Climate condition of site:  

  The solar irradiation level, temperature and variation in wind 

speed at the site provide an estimate of the potential for the solar PV 

installation and the specific components required. For instance, at low 

solar irradiation level sites an efficient solar panel is required as 

compared to high solar irradiation sites. Similarly solar panels work 

more efficiently in colder regions as compared to hotter regions. Also 
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installation design of solar system should consider the worst wind load 

on the panels and the structure they are placed on. 

ii. Type of property and its roof:  

  Defining the type of property as residential, commercial, 

industrial or institutional is essential as the structure of the property and 

its roof type determines the design of solar system. The type of roof is 

also important as there can be various types such as RCC, Metal sheet, 

Aluminum sheet and Asbestos.. A roof can be flat or sloping with a 

specific potential to carry weight of panels so this helps determine 

many other factors dependent on this information. 

iii. Location of solar PV array: 

   It is important to determine the ideal solar PV array during the 

site survey. South, south-east and south-west are three directions of the 

property where solar PV array can be installed. 

iv. Shade analysis:  

  Ideally, the location where solar PV array is to be installed 

should be shadow free. During site survey, any obstructions such as 

adjacent buildings, trees, water tanks, dish antennas, parapet walls, etc 

should be noted as any obstacles can cause shade which can impact 

electricity generation. Shadow analysis is done to ensure maximum 

sunlight is captured throughout the year during the time frame of 

9:00am to 3:00pm. 
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v. Space availability: 

   The space needed for a 1kW solar system is 80sqft. So for a 

10kW system the space needed is 800sqft. During site survey, the 

potential area is measured on the roof or the ground and on this basis 

the solar PV system is designed. The structure and type of roof (flat or 

slope), its direction, nearby obstructions and its accessibility impact the 

location where solar PV array is to be installed. 

vi. Size and location of existing electrical connection:  

  To get the correct information on the size and location of the 

connection it is necessary to answer a few questions. Is it a single phase 

or a three phase electrical connection? At what voltage and frequency 

electricity is supplied to the property? Where is the main connection of 

the property to the electricity grid? These questions will help analyse 

the site survey better. 

vii. Location for mounting solar system components:  

  Once the ideal location of the PV installation is decided, , the 

location and diagram of mounting other components is to be specified 

in site survey. Factors such as distribution box, the inverter and the 

wiring route of the whole system should be determined as well. If the 

installation is off-grid, the placement of the battery is also necessary. 

1.7.2 Designing and evaluation of an SPV system parameter: 

   Solar energy system consists of four major components: 

i. Solar panel 
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ii. Inverter 

iii. Energy storage: charge controller and battery 

iv. Loads 

Design step:  

   Following steps are followed  on the basis of above components for  

 designing and evaluation of SPV system parameter. 

i. Load calculation:Determine the energy consumption of targeted 

load. 

ii. Sizing of Inverter: Estimate the inverter rating. 

iii. Battery selection: Calculate the battery size as per inverter rating. 

iv. Size of pv module: finally estimate the solar module size. 

Theses steps are explained below:- 

Step 1: Load calculation 

a. Identify all the AC and DC loads that you want to target. For DC 

loads we don’t need an inverter although a charge controller is 

required, as the solar generated DC power can be directly fed to the 

DC loads.  

b. Once you have targeted the loads, calculate the energy rating for each 

load as follows:- 

 Note the power rating specified on the loads (device likes Tv, 

fan , CFL etc) in watts. 

 Note the running time of each loads in hours. 

 Calculate the energy consumption (consider approximately 

25% as energy loss factor). 

Step 2: Size of Module: 
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  Solar panel/module is the base of our solar energy system. To find out 

 the sizing of PV module, the total peak watt produced needs. The peak 

 watt(Wp) produced depends on the size of the PV module and climate of site 

 location .According to the thumb rule, 1kW panel generation 4kWh . To 

 determine the sizing of PV modules, calculate as follow:- 

a. Calculate total Watt-hours per day for each appliance used: 

  Divide the total watt-hours per day needed from the Pv modules  

 from the step 1(b) by 4 to get the total watt-peak rating needed for the 

 PV panels needed to operate the appliances. 

b. Calculate the number of PV panels for the system: 

  Divide the answer obtained from step 2(a) by the rated output 

 Watt-peak of PV modules available to you. Increase any fractional 

 part of result to the next highest full number and that will be the 

 number of PV modules required. 

 Step 3: Sizing of Inverter 

a. Once we have estimated the energy requirement, the next task is to 

calculate the inverter rating for the same. 

b. Consider an inverter with fair efficiency , we have considered an 

inverter with 85% efficiency. 

c. The total power wattage consumed by the loads as per calculated in 

step 1 is considered as an output of the inverter .Will add 25% as a 

safety factor in the required power wattage. It means 

 Total power wattage required (Output) = total power consumed by load+ total ` 

       power  consumed by load×0.25 

d. Calculate the inverter input capacity rating :- 

  Input(VA)= output(watt)/efficiency ×100 

e. Estimate the energy input required by the inverter:- 
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  Input energy(Watt-hour)=Output (watt-hour) /efficiency × 100 

f. Now , once we have determined the inverter capacity, the next 

task is to check the inverter available in market. 

g. Now , it is necessary to see the inverter specification data sheet to 

determine the system voltage. For 1kw inverter we can choose 

24V system voltage. 

Step 4: Battery Selection:- 

  For a standalone rooftop solar , a battery is required so as to  

 store  energy during a sunny day and retrieve it during the evening or   

 cloudy weather. For selecting a battery system one needs to define the below 

  terms:- 

a) Type of Battery: select types of battery for small residential system 

lead acid batteries are preferred due to low cost and for industrial 

applications lithium ion batteries are preferred . 

b) System voltage ampere -hour rating:- 

  Estimated Capacity(Ampere-hour)= energy output(watt-hour)/system volt(v) 

c) Depth of discharge (DOD):- 

  It indicates the charging capacity of the battery . for lead acid 

 batteries,DOD is 50% and for litinum ion batteries DOD  is 80%.  also 

 consider battery loss factor is 0.85 

 Actual battery capacity=Estimated capacity(Ah)/DoD × battery loss factor  

d) Days of autonomy: 

  It means how many number of days battery can furnish power in case 

 of non -sunny days. 

 Required battery capacity= Actual battery capacity(Ah)× No. of autonomy days 

e) The final steps is the calculation of the number of batteries required to 

supply the amount of energy estimated . Available lead acid batteries 
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are 40Ah, 100Ah, 150Ah, 200Ah and the voltage level of the battery 

is 12V. we must ensure that the battery bank voltage must be equal to 

the inverter system voltage. Batteries can be connected in series 

connection to attain the voltage level and parallel connection to attain 

the required Ah to form a battery bank.  

Step 5: Solar charge controller using: 

  The solar charge controller is typically rated against amperage and 

 voltage capacities.Select the solar charge controller to match the voltage of  

 PV array and batteries and then identify which type of solar charge 

 controller  is right for your application.Make sure that solar charge controller 

 has enough capacity to handle the current from PV array.According the 

 standard practice , the sizing of solar charge controller is to take the short 

 circuit current(Isc) of the PV array and multiply it by 1.25. 

  Solar charge controller rating =  no. Of module ×Total short circuit  

       current (Isc)× 1.25 

  (Remarks: MPPT charge controller sizing will be different.) 

Note: Depending on the above system design, fuse wire, junction box and other 

components are also to be chosen , keeping in mind the maximum current and voltage 

rating. 

Example: A house has following electrical appliances usage.we consider all AC 

load for calculation:- 

 One 10Watt LED used 7 hours 

 One fan 50 Watt used 10 hours 

 One TV 120 watt  used 5 hours 

 One computer 200Watt used 5 hours 

 The system will be powered by 24volt, 330 Wp solar module rating. 

Step 1:  Determine energy consumption demand: 

  Total energy consumed = (10W ×7 h)+(50W×10 h)+(120W × 5 h)+(200W ×5 h) 
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     = 2170 watt-hour 

 Total energy needed(add 25% as energy loss factor)=  2170 × 1.25 

         = 2712.5 W-h 

Step 2: Size the PV panel/module: 

 Consider 1 Kw panel generate 4Kwp, therefore, 

 Total Wp of PV panel capacity needed = 2712.5/4 

= 678.12 Wp 

  

 Number of PV panels needed  = 678.12/330 

       = 2.05= 3modules 

Step 3: sizing of Inverter: 

 Total watt of all appliances=10+50+120+200=380W 

 inverter should be considered25% safety factor 

 Total power wattage required (Output) = total power consumed by load+ total ` 

       power  consumed by load×0.25 

      =  380 + 380×0.25 

      = 475 W 

Now, inverter input capacity rating; 

Input(VA) = output(watt)/efficiency ×100 

   =  475(watt)/85 × 100 

  = 559 VA=560VA 

The required input power for the inverter is estimated as 560VA, now we need to 

estimate the energy input required by the inverter 

Input energy(Watt-hour)=Output (watt-hour) /efficiency × 100 

    = 2712.5/85 × 100 

    = 3191.1 watt-hour 

Step 4: Battery selection: 

 Estimated Capacity(Ampere-hour)= energy output(watt-hour)/system volt(v) 

           = 2170 Wh/24V 

          = 90 Ampere-hour(Ah) 
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Actual battery capacity=Estimated capacity(Ah)/DoD × battery loss factor  

        = 90(Ah)/0.5× 0.85 

        =212 Ah 

Required battery capacity= Actual battery capacity(Ah)× No. of autonomy days 

    = 212 Ah× 2= 424 Ah  

 

So the battery should be rated  12 V, 424 Ah(500 Ah) for 2 days autonomy. 

Step 5: Solar charge controller using: 

Solar charge controller rating =  no. Of module ×Total short circuit  

       current (Isc)× 1.25   

     = 3×7.5 A×1.25 

     = 28.125 A= 30 A 

So the solar charge controller should be rated 30A at 12 V or greater. 

 

1.8 TOOLS INVOLVED IN INSTALLATION OF SYSTEM: 

Below are several lists that describe many of the tools needed for an 

installation. 

i. Tape measure: measuring tapes to obtain accurate plot dimensions, 

 

Fig 1.26: Measuring Tape 

ii. Solar Pathfinder : 

The Solar Pathfinder takes a 360-degree view of the location. The Solar 

Pathfinder uses a highly polished, transparent, convex plastic dome to give a 
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panoramic view of the entire site. All the trees, buildings or other obstacles to 

the sun are plainly visible as reflections on the surface of the dome. The sun 

path diagram can be seen through the transparent dome at the same time. 

  Because the Solar Pathfinder works on a reflective principle rather 

than actually showing shadows, it can be used anytime of the day, anytime of 

the year, in either cloudy or clear weather. The actual position of the sun at the 

time of the solar site analysis is irrelevant. In fact, the unit is easier to use in the 

absence of direct sunlight. It could even be used on a moonlit night. 

      

Figure 1.27: Solar pathfinder 

iii. Compass :a compass for finding the azimuth. It is not needed if you’re using a 

Solar Pathfinder 
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Figure1.28 : compass 

iv. Another useful item to carry around is a notepad/sketchpad to roughly plot the 

site and surrounding areas.  

v. Angle finder: 

Setting the solar module at the optimum tilt angle increases the power 

output. Depending on the time of year the sun may be higher or lower in the 

sky. Adjusting the tilt angle by 15 degrees (latitude) can result in an increase in 

the energy output of the solar module.  

 

Fig 1.29 : Angle finder 
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The angle finder is an expensive tool used to check the tilt angle of the module. 

The finder is set on the frame of the module and the angle in degrees can be 

read on tool.  

vi. Torpedo level: 

   

Figure1.30 : Torpedo level 

vii. Hand tools:The hand tool required for installation of solar structure and 

modules are drill machine with assorted bits, cutter machine, spanner set, 

hammer, cutting plier, slip joint plier, nose plier, screw drivers of different 

sizes, utility knife, wire stripper, crimping tool, neon tester, hole punch etc. It’s 

better either to carry an extension board with you or all the power machines 

should be battery operated. Figure  shows a spanner set of assorted size, cutting 

plier, wire stripper, screw driver, neon tester, nose plier and hammer used for 

solar PV installation. 
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Figure1.31: Different Hand tools 

viii. Fish tape: 

A fish tape (also known as a draw wire or draw tape or an 

"electricians snake") is a tool used by electricians to route new wiring 

through walls and electrical conduit 

 

Figure 1.32: Fish Tape 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrician
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_conduit
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ix. Cordless drill : if you’re doing a pitched roof or tilt-leg installation, you’re 

going to need a cordless drill and impact driver, along with their accessories. 

 

 

 Figure 1.33: Cordless drill with different size of bit 

x. Digital Multi-meter:  

One of the most versatile and ultimately a “must-have” tool is the 

digital multimeter. To check the energy output of a PV module, a digital 

multimeter with both alternating current (AC) and direct current (DC) 

capabilities is an important tool to have on hand. Direct current voltage can 

be measured using the multi meter. This tool can be used to measure circuit 

voltage, continuity, and resistance.   
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 Figure 1.34. A digital multimeter with leads connected.  

xi. Digital clamp on meter: 

Solar modules produce direct current (DC) electricity. A digital clamp-on 

ammeter can be used to measure circuit voltage (as with the digital multi-meter) as 

well as circuit amperage. Circuit amperage (or current) is safely checked with a 

clamp-on ammeter. The ammeter is used to measure direct current (DC) amperage 

moving through the circuit while wired to a load. Set the meter to a setting higher 

than the expected current level of the circuit to be measured to prevent damaging 

the meter  

          

 Figure 1.35 : digital clamp-on ammeter with leads is used to perform the 

circuit measurements.  

xii. non-contact thermometer : 
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To check the cell temperature, use a non-contact thermometer and point 

to the white back sheet of the module. This tool is relatively inexpensive and 

easy to use. Set the temperature to Celsius or Fahrenheit .Point the meter to the 

back side of the module and pull the trigger. Locate the red laser dot. Read the 

thermometer. Check at various locations on the module, and at various times of 

the day to observe how the temperature of the solar cell increases with very 

little sun.  

 

Figure 1.36: non-contact thermometer 

1.9 QUALITY AND PROCESS STANDARDS: 

  The modules should be tested and certified by a Govt. of India 

 authorized test centres or should conform to relevant International 

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard as per  MNRE guidelines. 

Offered module shall have a power output warranty of  90% of the rated 

power for 10 years. The rated output power and Efficiency  of each supplied & 

installed module shall not be less than the specified  power rating and 

Efficiency of the modules, in any case. Every module should have suitable by-

pass diode at its terminal box. The SPV Modules must be installed in such a 

way so as to deliver proper voltage and current to ensure desired power output 

as per specifications of CREDA for the size of  SPVPP ordered. 

   The PV modules should be made in India; The PV modules 

 used must qualify to the latest edition of IEC PV module qualification test 
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 or equivalent BIS standards Crystalline Silicon Solar Cell Modules IEC 

 61215/IS14286. The PCU/ inverters should be tested from the MNRE 

 approved test centres/ NABL/ BIS/IEC accredited testing- calibration 

 laboratories. In case of imported power conditioning units, these should be 

 approved by international test houses. 

   Each PV module must use a RF identification tag (RFID), 

 which must contain the following information: 

 (i)  Name of the manufacturer of PV Modules (should be made in India). 

 (ii)  Name of the Manufacturer of Solar cells. 

 (iii)  Month and year of the manufacture (separately for solar cells and 

  module). 

 (iv)  Country of origin (separately for solar cells and module). 

 (v)  I-V curve for the module. 

 (vi)  Peak Wattage, Im, Vm and FF for the module. 

 (vii)  Unique Serial No and Model No of the module. 

 (viii)  Date and year of obtaining IEC PV module qualification certificate. 

 (ix)  Name of the test lab issuing IEC certificate. 

 (x)  Other relevant information on traceability of solar cells and module 

  should be as per ISO 9000 series. The RFID must be inside of module 

  lamination. The module laminate, but must be able to MNRE.   

  withstand harsh environmental conditions. 

 (n)  Inter connections of solar modules should be through good quality  

  male female joint. Name of manufacturer, S. No. of Module &   

  manufacturing year should be clearly fixed inside the glass lamination 

  of every module. Thermal sticker should be affixed behind every  
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  module which should clearly state the specifications & capacity of the 

  module. 

 (o)  Every module should have PID Test report as per the prevailing  

  norms of MNRE. 

 

1.9.1 Quality certification and standards for grid-connected rooftop 

solar PV systems : 

  All components of grid-connected rooftop solar PV system/ plant 

must conform to the relevant standards and certifications given below: 

 

Solar PV Modules/Panels 

IEC 61215/ IS14286 Design Qualification and Type Approval for 

Crystalline Silicon Terrestrial Photovoltaic (PV) 

Modules 

IEC 61701  Salt Mist Corrosion Testing of Photovoltaic (PV) 

Modules 

IEC 61853- Part 1/ 

IS 16170: Part 1 

Photovoltaic (PV) module performance testing 

and energy rating –: Irradiance and temperature 

performance measurements, and power rating 

IEC 62716 Photovoltaic (PV) Modules – Ammonia (NH3) 

Corrosion Testing 

(As per the site condition like dairies, toilets) 

IEC 61730-1,2 Photovoltaic (PV) Module Safety Qualification – 

Part 1: Requirements for Construction,  

Part 2: Requirements for Testing 

IEC 62804 Photovoltaic (PV) modules - Test methods for the 

detection of potential-induced degradation. IEC 

TS 62804-1: Part 1: Crystalline silicon 

(mandatory for applications where the system 

voltage is > 600 VDC and advisory for 

installations where the system voltage is < 600 

VDC) 

IEC 62759-1 Photovoltaic (PV) modules – Transportation 
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testing, Part 1: Transportation and shipping of 

module package units 

Solar PV Inverters 

IEC 62109-1, IEC 

62109-2 

 

Safety of power converters for use in 

photovoltaic power systems – 

Part 1: General requirements, and Safety of 

power converters for use in photovoltaic power 

systems 

Part 2: Particular requirements for inverters. 

Safety compliance 

(Protection degree IP 65 for outdoor mounting, IP 

54 for indoor mounting) 

 

IEC/IS 61683 

(as applicable) 

 

Photovoltaic Systems – Power conditioners: 

Procedure for Measuring Efficiency (10%, 25%, 

50%, 75% & 90-100% Loading Conditions) 

 

BS EN 50530 

(as applicable) 

 

Overall efficiency of grid-connected photovoltaic 

inverters: This European Standard provides a 

procedure for the measurement of the accuracy of 

the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) of 

inverters, which are used in grid- connected 

photovoltaic systems. In that case the inverter 

energizes a low voltage grid of stable AC voltage 

and constant frequency. Both the static and 

dynamic MPPT efficiency is considered. 

IEC 62116/ UL 

1741/ IEEE 1547 

(as applicable) 

Utility-interconnected Photovoltaic Inverters - 

Test Procedure of Islanding Prevention Measures 

 

IEC 60255-27 Measuring relays and protection equipment – Part 

27: Product safety requirements 

 

IEC 60068-2 (1, 2, 

14, 27, 30 & 64) 

 

Environmental Testing of PV System – Power 

Conditioners and Inverters 

a) IEC 60068-2-1: Environmental testing - Part 2-

1: Tests – Test A: Cold 

b) IEC 60068-2-2: Environmental testing - Part 2-

2: Tests - Test B: Dry heat 

c) IEC 60068-2-14: Environmental testing - Part 
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2-14: Tests – Test N: Change of temperature 

d) IEC 60068-2-27: Environmental testing - Part 

2-27: Tests - Test Ea and guidance: Shock 

e) IEC 60068-2-30: Environmental testing - Part 

2-30: Tests – Test Db: Damp heat, cyclic (12 h + 

12 h cycle) 

f) IEC 60068-2-64: Environmental testing - Part 

2-64: Tests - Test Fh: Vibration, broadband 

random and guidance 

 

 

IEC 61000 – 2,3,5 

(as applicable) 

 

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) and 

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) testing of 

PV Inverters 

 

Fuses 

IS/IEC 60947 (Part 

1, 2 & 3), EN 

50521 

 

General safety requirements for connectors, 

switches, circuit breakers (AC/DC): 

a) Low-voltage Switchgear and Control-gear, 

Part 1: General rules 

b) Low-Voltage Switchgear and Control-gear, 

Part 2: Circuit Breakers 

c) Low-voltage switchgear and Control-gear, Part 

3: Switches, disconnections, switch-disconnectors 

and fuse-combination units 

d) EN 50521: Connectors for photovoltaic 

systems – Safety requirements and tests 

 

IEC 60269-6 Low-voltage fuses - Part 6: Supplementary 

requirements for fuse-links for the protection of 

solar photovoltaic energy systems 
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Surge Arrestors 

 

IEC 62305-4 Lightening Protection Standard 

IEC 60364-5-53/ 

IS 

15086-5 (SPD) 

 

Electrical installations of buildings - Part 5-53: 

Selection and erection of electrical equipment - 

Isolation, switching and control 

IEC 61643- 

11:2011 

Low-voltage surge protective devices - Part 11: 

Surge protective devices connected to low-

voltage power systems - Requirements and test 

methods 

Cables 

IEC 60227/IS 694, 

IEC 60502/IS 1554 

(Part 1 & 2)/ 

IEC69947 

 

General test and measuring method for PVC 

(Polyvinyl chloride) insulated cables (for working 

voltages up to and including 1100 V, and UV 

resistant for outdoor installation) 

 

BS EN 50618 Electric cables for photovoltaic systems 

(BT(DE/NOT)258), mainly for DC Cables 

 

Earthing /Lightning 

 

IEC 62561 Series (Chemical earthing) 

 

IEC 62561-1 

 

Lightning protection system components (LPSC) 

- Part 1: Requirements for connection 

components 

 

IEC 62561-2 

 

Lightning protection system components (LPSC) 

- Part 2: Requirements for conductors and earth 

electrodes 

 

IEC 62561-7 

 

Lightning protection system components (LPSC) 

- Part 7: Requirements for earthing enhancing 

compounds 

Junction Boxes 

 

IEC 60529 Junction boxes and solar panel terminal boxes 

shall be of the thermo-plastic type with IP 65 
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protection for outdoor use, and IP 54 protection 

for indoor use 

 

Energy Meter 

 

IS 16444 or as 

specified by the 

DISCOMs 

A.C. Static direct connected watt-hour Smart 

Meter Class 1 and 2 — Specification (with 

Import & Export/Net energy measurements) 

 

Solar PV Roof Mounting Structure 

 

IS 2062/IS 4759 Material for the structure mounting 

Note- Equivalent standards may be used for 

different system components of the plants. In 

case of clarification following person/agencies 

may be contacted. 

 
 
 
1.10 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY STANDARDS: 
 

While the PV industry has a good safety record to date, workers not 

properly prepared or trained to work with hazards such as electricity, or 

working at heights, working in ceiling spaces, or with energy storage 

batteries), place themselves at risk of serious injury or death. 

i. management plan: 

The principal contractor for a construction project must prepare a 

written management plan for the workplace before work commences.The 

management plan must contain:  

 names, positions and health and safety responsibilities of workers 

at the workplace whose positions or roles involve specific health 

and safety responsibilities, for example site supervisors, project 

managers, first aid officers. 
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 site-specific health and safety rules and how workers will be 

informed of the rules . 

 arrangements to collect, assess, monitor and review safe work 

method statements. 

 the provision and maintenance of a hazardous chemicals register, 

safety data sheets and hazardous chemicals storage . 

ii. Qualifications and licencing: 

Make sure you and your workers only carry out work you are 

qualified and competent to do and that any electrical work is 

undertaken by an appropriately licensed and competent person.The 

electrical risk associated with making incorrect connections, such as 

with panel-to-panel connectors, may result in serious shock or injury, 

or significant property damage. 

iii. Training : 

Workers and other people who may be exposed to health and 

safety risks during the construction and operation of solar farms must 

be provided with information and training related to the workplace 

and work to be performed. This may include site induction training, 

supervisor and management training, work-specific training and 

ongoing or refresher training.Workplace specific training should 

include information on:  

 hazards and control measures relevant to the site . 

 manufacturer or designer instructions on how the solar farm is to be 

constructed, installed, used, altered or dismantled . 
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 site safety requirements and documentation including safe work 

procedures, safe work method statements, safety management 

systems and traffic management plans . 

 how to use and maintain equipment, including any conditions and 

prohibitions on the use of equipment and reference to operator 

manuals . 

 safety procedures for working in certain conditions (e.g. in remote 

locations, at night, or in high temperatures) . 

 how to ensure electrical equipment has been de-energised to enable 

electrical work to be undertaken and not inadvertently re-energise 

the equipment . 

 personal protective equipment requirements, including instruction 

on fitting, use, cleaning, maintaining and storing equipment . 

 workplace facilities, including their location, use and maintenance . 

 first aid procedures, location of facilities and who to contact . 

 emergency procedures, including who to contact in an emergency. 

iv. Safety for Non-electrical risks : 

Non-electrical risks that must be managed with safety standards 

used  that  include:  

 falling from heights : minimising the risk of falls by providing a 

fall prevention device, work positioning system or a fall arrest 

system etc. 
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 falling structures, loads or objects (e.g. during lifting operations) : 

use personal protective equipment such as hard hats , enclosing 

areas where loads are being lifted and use of tool lanyards  etc. 

 on-site traffic management :Planning can help minimise vehicle 

movement around a workplace. To limit the number of vehicles at a 

workplace. designated travel paths for vehicles including entry and 

exit points, haul routes for debris or plant and materials, or traffic 

crossing other streams of traffic .Designated delivery and loading 

and unloading areas etc. 

 exposure to sun, heat, noise and vibration :Personal hearing 

protection must also be provided to protect workers for risk. 

These risks must be managed through all stages of construction 

including during site establishment, site clearing, materials delivery, 

construction and installation of frames and modules, construction of 

transmission infrastructure and grid connection, and commissioning. 
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CHAPTER-2 

INSTALLATIONOF SOLAR PANEL 

 
2.1 Solar energy system components such as panels , batteries , charge 

controllers, inverters: 

Solar panels can be used to generate electricity for both commercial and 

home use. In both cases, the Photovoltaic Panel are installed on Roof Top to get 

maximum possible sunlight and generate maximum electricity from the system. 

Following are the steps involved in the installation process: 

Step-1: Mount Installation 

The first step is to fix the mounts that will support he Solar Panels. It can be Roof-

ground mounts or flush mounts depending on the requirement. This base structure 

provides support and sturdiness.  Care is taken on direction in which the PV panels 

(monocrystalline or polycrystalline) will be installed. For countries in the Northern 

Hemisphere, the best direction to face solar panels is south because it gets 

http://www.electronicsandyou.com/blog/how-is-electricity-generated-transmitted-and-distributed.html
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maximum sunlight. East and West directions will also do. For countries in the 

Southern Hemisphere, the best direction is North. 

Again, the mounting structure must be slightly tilted. Angle of the tilt could be 

between 18 to 36 Degree. Many companies use a solar tracker to increase the 

conversion efficiency. 

Step-2: Install the Solar Panels 

Next step is to fix the solar panels with the mounting structure. This is done 

by tightening nuts and bolts. Care is taken to secure the whole structure properly so 

that it is sturdy and lasts long. 

Step-3: Do Electrical Wiring 

Next step is to do the electrical wiring. Universal Connectors like MC4 are 

used during wiring because these connectors can be connected with all type of 

solar panels. These panels can be electrically connected with each other in 

following series: 

1. Series Connection: In this case, the Positive (+) Wire is of one PV module 

is connected to the Negative (–) Wire of another module. This type of wiring 

increases the voltage match with the battery bank. 

2. Parallel Connection: In this case, Positive (+) to Positive (+) and Negative 

(–) to Negative (–) connection is done. This type of wiring voltage of each 

panel remains same. 

Step-4: Connect the System to Solar Inverter 

http://www.electronicsandyou.com/electrical-wiring-symbols-meanings-and-drawings.html
http://www.electronicsandyou.com/what-is-voltage-all-about-voltage-in-simple-words.html
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Next step is to connect the system to a solar inverter. The Positive wire from 

the solar panel is connected to the Positive terminal of the inverter and the 

Negative wire is connected to the Negative terminal of the inverter. 

The solar inverter is then connected to the Solar Battery and Grid input to 

produce electricity. 

Step-5: Connect Solar Inverter and Solar Battery 

Next step is to connect the solar inverter and the solar battery. The positive 

terminal of the battery is connected with the positive terminal of the inverter and 

negative to negative. Battery is needed in off grid solar system to store electricity 

backup. 

Step-6: Connect Solar Inverter to the Grid 

Next step is to connect the inverter to the grid. To make this connection, a 

normal plug is used to connect to the main power switch board. An output wire is 

connected with electric board that supplies electricity to the home. 

Step: 7: Start Solar Inverter 

Now when all the electrical wiring and connections are done, it is time to 

start the inverter switch ON the Main Switch of the Home. Most solar inverters 

will have digital display to show you stats regarding generation and usage of solar 

unit. 

http://www.electronicsandyou.com/solar-battery-information-types-price-how-solar-batteries-work.html
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Fig 2.1 Solar installation diagram 

2.2 Significance of volts, amps and watts: series and parallel connection: 

2.2.1 Significance of volts, amp and watts: 

i. Solar Cell Voltage: 

An single photovoltaic solar cell can produce an “Open Circuit Voltage” 

( VOC ) of about 0.5 to 0.6 volts at 25oC (typically around 0.58V) no matter how 

large they are.This cell voltage remains fairly constant just as long as there is 

sufficient irradiance light from dull to bright sunlight. Open circuit voltage means 

that the PV cell is not connected to any external load and is therefore not producing 

any current flow. 

 

Fig 2.2 Solar cell voltage  
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When connected to an external load, such as a light, the output voltage of the 

individual cell drops to about 0.46 volts or 460 mV (460 millivolts) as the 

electrical current begins to flow, and will remain around this voltage level 

regardless on the sun’s intensity. This decrease in output voltage is caused by 

resistance and power losses within the cells structure as well as the metallic 

conductors deposited on the cells surface. 

Temperature also affects a photovoltaics output voltage. The higher the 

temperature is, the lower the cell’s output voltage becomes as the cell degrades 

under the hot conditions. So in full sun the output voltage reduces by about 5% for 

every 25°C increase in cell temperature. Then solar panels and modules with 

more photovoltaic cells are recommended for very hot climates than would be used 

in colder ones in order to offset power output losses due to high temperatures. 

ii. Solar Cell Current: 

Unlike a photovoltaic cells voltage, the output DC current (I) however, does 

vary in direct relationship to the amount or intensity of the sunlight (photon 

energy) falling onto the face of the PV cell. 

 

Fig 2.3 Solar cell current 

https://www.alternative-energy-tutorials.com/photovoltaics/photovoltaics.html
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Also the output current is directly proportional to the cells surface area as the 

larger the cell the more light energy enters the cell. Then the more sunlight 

entering the cell, the more current it produces. Photovoltaic cells with high current 

outputs are generally more desirable, but the higher the current output, the more 

they will cost. 

iii. PV Panel Power Output 

We have said previously that the power output of a photovoltaic solar cell is 

given in watts and is equal to the product of voltage times the current ( V x I ) and 

this is true. The optimum operating voltage of a PV cell under load is about 0.46 

volts at the normal operating temperatures, generating a current in full sunlight of 

about three amperes. 

Thus the power output of a typical photovoltaic solar cell can be calculated 

as: power (P) equals voltage times current = V x I = 0.46 x 3 = 1.38 watts.  

2.2.2 Solar Panels in Series: 

When a solar installer wires your solar panels in a series, each panel is 

connected to the next in a “string.” The total voltage of each solar panel is summed 

together, but the amps of electrical current stay the same.Therefore, 

Power = sum voltage * amps = watts 
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 Solar Panels in series of Same Characteristics 

 

 Fig 2.4 connection of solar panel of same rating  in series 

In this method all the solar panels are of the same type and power rating. 

The total voltage output becomes the sum of the voltage output of each panel. 

Using the same three 6 volt, 3.0 amp panels from above, we can see that when 

these pv panels are connected together in series, the array will produce an ouput 

voltage of 18 Volts (6 + 6 + 6) at 3.0 Amperes, giving 54 Watts (volts x amps) at 

full sun. 

Now lets look at connecting solar panels in series with different nominal 

voltages but with identical current ratings. 

 Solar Panels in Series of Different Voltages 
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Fig 2.5 connection of solar panel of different voltage rating  in series 

In this method all the solar panels are of different types and power rating but 

have a common current rating. When they are connected together in series, the 

array produces 21 volts at 3.0 amps, or 63 watts. Again the output amperage will 

remain the same as before at 3.0 amps but the voltage output jumps to 21 volts (5 + 

7 + 9) . 

Finally, lets look at connecting solar panels in series with completely 

different nominal voltages and different current ratings. 

 Solar Panels in Series of Different Currents: 

 

 Fig 2.6 connection of solar panel of different current  rating  in series 

In this method all the solar panels are of different types and power rating. 

The individual panel voltages will add together as before, but this time the 
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amperage will be limited to the value of the lowest panel in the series string, in this 

case 1 Ampere. Then the array will produce 19 Volts (3 + 7 + 9) at 1.0 Ampere 

only, or only 19 watts out of a possible 69 watts available reducing the arrays 

efficiency. 

We can see that the solar panel rated at 9 volts, 5 amps, will only use one 

fifth or 20% of its maximum current potential reducing its efficiency and wasting 

money on the purchase of this solar panel. Connecting solar panels in series with 

different current ratings should only be used provisionally, as the solar panel with 

the lowest rated current determines the current output of the whole array. 

2.2.2 Solar Panels in Parallel: 

The next method we will look at of connecting solar panels together is 

what’s known as “Parallel Wiring“. Connecting solar panels together in parallel is 

used to boost the total system current and is the reverse of the series connection. 

 For parallel connected solar panels you connect all the positive terminals 

together (positive to positive) and all of the negative terminals together (negative 

to negative) until you are left with a single positive and negative connection to 

attach to your regulator and batteries. 

When you connect solar panels together in parallel, the total voltage output 

remains the same as it would for a single panel, but the output current becomes the 

sum of the output of each panel as shown. 

Therefore, 

Power = voltage * sum current = watts 

https://www.alternative-energy-tutorials.com/solar-power/parallel-connected-solar-panels.html
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 Solar Panels in Parallel of Same Characteristic: 

 

    

  Fig 2.7 connection of solar panel of same rating  in parallel   

In this method ALL the solar panels are of the same type and power rating. 

Using the same three 6 Volt, 3.0 Amp panels as above, the total output of the 

panels, when connected together in parallel, the output voltage still remains at the 

same value of 6 volts, but the total amperage has now increased to 9.0 Amperes (3 

+ 3 + 3), producing 54 watts at full sun. 

But what if our newly acquired solar panels are non-identical, how will this 

affect the other panels. We have seen that the currents add together, so no real 

problem there, just as long as the panel voltages are the same and the output 

voltage remains constant. Lets look at connecting solar panels in parallel with 

different nominal voltages and different current ratings. 
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 Solar Panels in Parallel with Different Voltages and Currents: 

 

Fig 2.8 connection of solar panel of different rating  in parallel 

Here the parallel currents add up as before but the voltage adjusts to the 

lowest value, in this case 3 volts. Solar panels must have the same output voltage 

to be useful in parallel. If one panel has a higher voltage it will supply the load 

current to the degree that its output voltage drops to that of the lower voltage panel. 

We can see that the solar panel rated at 9 volts, 5 amps, will only operate at a 

maximum voltage of 3 volts as its operation is being influenced by the smaller 

panel, reducing its efficiency and wasting money on the purchase of this higher 

power solar panel. Connecting solar panels in parallel with different voltage ratings 

is not recommended as the solar panel with the lowest rated voltage determines the 

voltage output of the whole array. 

Then when connecting solar panels together in parallel it is important that 

they ALL have the same nominal voltage value, but it is not necessary that they 

have the same ampere value. 

2.2.3: Series – Parallel Connection of Modules 
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When we need to generate large power in a range of Giga-watts for large PV 

system plants we need to connect modules in series and parallel. In large PV plants 

first, the modules are connected in series known as “PV module string” to obtain 

the required voltage level. 

Then many such strings are connected in parallel to obtain the required 

current level for the system. The following figures shows the connection of 

modules in series and parallel. To simplify this, take a look at right in the following 

figure 

  

Fig 2.9 connection of solar panel series, parallel  and series-parallel connection 

2.4 Solar Panel Mounting: 

Solar Panel Mounts are used to install photovoltaic panels. These 

mounts are available in 3 main types: 

1. Pole mounts 
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2. Roof-ground mounts; and 

3. Flush mounts. 

With the help of these mounts, you can install your solar panel onto an RV, on 

rooftop or against the side of a pole, on your roof. You can even install them as a 

free-standing unit. 

 

Fig 2.10 Different mounting structure 

Mounting systems are essential for the appropriate design and function of 

a solar photovoltaic system. They provide the structural support needed to 

sustain solar panels at the optimum tilt, and can even affect the overall 

temperature of the system. 

2.4.1 Inclination and angle of tilt: 

The solar panel angle of your solar system is different depending on which 

part of the world you are. Solar panels give the highest energy output when they 

are directly facing the sun. The sun moves across the sky and will be low or high 

depending on the time of the day and the season. For that reason the ideal angle is 
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never fixed. To get the most sun reaching the panel throughout the day, you need 

to determine what direction the panels should face and calculate an optimal tilt 

angle. This will depend on: 

o Where you live 

o What time of the year you need the most solar energy 

In the northern hemisphere, the general rule for solar panel placement is, 

solar panels should face true south. Usually this is the best direction because solar 

panels will receive direct light throughout the day. 

By the same reasoning, if the solar panel is located in the southern 

hemisphere, the panel should instead face in the direction of true north. 

 Orientation:The sun's apparent location east and west of true south is called 

azimuth, which is measured in degrees east or west of true south 

 

Fig 2.11 orientation and inclination  angle 

 Angle or tilt of solar panel:  

Tilt angle of solar module is defined as angle between the horizontal 

ground and the solar module.  

https://energyeducation.ca/encyclopedia/Light
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   The angle that a solar panel should be set at to produce the most 

 energy in a given year is determined by the geographical latitude. A general  

 rule for optimal annual energy production is to set the solar panel tilt angle 

 equal to the geographical latitude. For example, if the location of the solar 

 array is at 50o latitude, the optimal tilt angle is also 50o. 

 

Fig2.12: tilt angle of solar panel  

 Effect of Tilt Angle: 

  

Fig 2.13: Effect of tilt angle 

javascript:%20void(0)
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2.5 Placement of solar panel mounting: 

i. Solar panel on Roof: 

 Step1: choose the right location: 

Start by surveying your house to find the best location to fix the solar 

panels. Don’t forget that just because the sun targets a specific area within 

the rooftop doesn’t mean it’s the right place to place the panels. The 

direction and the pitch of your roof affect the efficiency of the solar 

modules. Therefore , be sure to use a location that will offer the panels 

proper exposure t the sun. 

Step 2: Mount Installation: 

  The next thing to do is fixing the roof mount that will hold the solar 

 panels.it can be flush mounts or roof-ground mounts, but this depend on the 

 installation requirement. 

  Additionally , the mounting structure should be titled slightly at an 

 angle of between 18-36 degree Celsius.  solar tracker mechanism will boost 

 the efficiency of the system.Make mounting strong to sustain extreme 

 weather conditions 

Step3: Ground the mounting system: 

  Mounting system is made of metal that’s why you must earth it. 
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ii. Ground-Mounted structure: 

Step1: Build a strong foundation: 

  Ground mounting is different from roof mounting.Build a sturdy 

 foundation under which you will fix the racking rails by pouring concrete 

 and setting piers. 

Step2: Install the racking rails: 

  The racking report specifics the spacing for the system plus the rail 

 size. Start by spacing the rails to match the mounting holes measurement at 

 the back of the panel.When you start a new row, create some space to 

 accommodate the panel overhang on both sides.  

Step3: Ground the mounting system: 

  Mounting system is made of metal that’s why you must earth it. 

2.6 Sunlight and direction assessment : 

i. Assessing a site for sun 

When assessing a site for sun, consider: 

 the time during the day that the site receives sunlight 

 the sun's path at different times of the day and year 

 how the site’s shape, slope and orientation affect solar access 

 how obstructions such as adjacent buildings, trees and landforms will 

impact on the site and the potential design 
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 the owners' lifestyle – for example, when they want to have sun or 

shade. 

Ideally a site should have excellent solar access for most of the day and be of 

 a shape/size to allow a home to be built with the living areas facing north,  

 requiring minimal purchased energy for space heating. By contrast, a house  

 on a site that sees little sun, or where living areas cannot face north, will  

 typically require higher amounts of purchased energy, and therefore have a  

 bigger carbon footprint. 

ii. Sun paths 

Assessing the passage of sun across a site is important. There are a 

number of locally-produced tools that can help, but a site visit is still 

necessary to identify site-specific conditions such as the impact of a large 

tree. 

Sun path diagrams provide a broader overview of sun on a site as they 

map the path of the sun across the sky at different times during the day 

throughout the year. They can help establish the position of the sun relative 

to a site and can be used to determine the effect of shadows cast by 

buildings, trees and landforms on and around the site. 

iii. Altitude and azimuth 

The position of the sun with respect to an observer is commonly 

represented by two angles – altitude and azimuth. 

Altitude is the angle of the sun’s rays compared with the horizon. At 

sunrise and sunset, the altitude is zero, and in the southern hemisphere, the 
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maximum altitude of the sun at any specific location occurs at solar noon on 

21/22 December (longest days of the year). 

iv. Solar radiation 

Solar or ultraviolet (UV) radiation is the energy from the sun. The 

amount of solar radiation available on a site depends on the latitude and the 

sunlight hours received. 

2.7 Site surveying methods and evaluation parameter: 

 Already done in chapter 1 , topic 1.7 

2.8 Tools involved in installation of system: 

Already done in chapter 1 , topic 1.8 
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CHAPTER 3 

COORDINATE COLLEAGUES AT WORK 

3.1 Company’s policies on incentives, delivery standards and personel 

 management:- 

3.1  Policies on incentives: 

  A incentive scheme is a plan to motivate individual or group 

 performance .An incentive scheme basically involves monetary rewards.e 

 incentives pay but also includes non -monetary rewards (in which no direct  

 money is given to employee).     

Many companies have come out with compensation program that 

offer additional benefit based on individual, group or organizational 

performance. So every employee has to work hard , deliver results on a daily 

. 

 Example of monetary rewards:- 

i. Annual incentive 

ii. Spot incentive 

iii. Profit sharing 

iv. Bonus 

v. Giving free vacations 

Example of non- monetary rewards:- 
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i. Flexible working 

ii. Extra leave 

iii. Allow time to do volunteer work 

iv. Say thank u 

v. Recognize you employees on social media 

3.1.2 Delivery standards: 

Delivering products on time and efficiently is not always easy, but if done 

properly, it can help a business stand out from the competition. 

i. Get It Right The First Time: 

Don’t allow any room for error. If the wrong product is delivered it will take 

time to return and re-send, and your customer will be upset. They might never buy 

from you again. 

ii. Keep The Item Safe: 

Whenever possible, ensure fragile items are well packed. There is nothing 

worse for a customer than receiving an item damaged in transit. 

iii. Be Quick: 

One hour deliveries might be impossible, but the faster you can process the 

order, and send it out, the happier your customers will be buying from you. They 

might receive an item before they expect it too. 

iv. Offer Options 
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A good courier service will offer its customers a range of delivery options, 

such as next day, several weeks, and other time frames. 

3.1.3 Personnel Management: 

 Personnel management involves the administrative tasks that address the 

hiring and compensation of a company's employees. it aims to recruit and retain 

the quality workforce necessary for an organization to meet its goals. Following 

are the four functions of Personnel Management: 

1. Manpower Planning 

Manpower Planning which is also called as Human Resource Planning 

consists of putting right number of people, right kind of people at the right 

place, right time, doing the right things for which they are suited for the 

achievement of goals of the organization 

2. Recruitment: Recruitment is of 2 types 

a. Internal Recruitment - is a recruitment which takes place within 

the concern or organization. Internal sources of recruitment are 

readily available to an organization. Internal sources are primarily 

three - Transfers, promotions and Re-employment of ex-

employees. 

Internal recruitment may lead to increase in employee’s 

productivity as their motivation level increases. It also saves time, 

money and efforts. But a drawback of internal recruitment is that it 

refrains the organization from new blood. Also, not all the manpower 

https://www.managementstudyguide.com/manpower-planning.htm
https://www.managementstudyguide.com/types-of-recruitment.htm
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requirements can be met through internal recruitment. Hiring from 

outside has to be done. 

b. External Recruitment - External sources of recruitment have to be 

solicited from outside the organization. External sources are external to a 

concern. But it involves lot of time and money. The external sources of 

recruitment include - Employment at factory gate, advertisements, 

employment exchanges, employment agencies, educational institutes, 

labour contractors, recommendations etc. 

3. Selection  process: 

a.  Application call 

b.  Written test 

c. Interview 

d. Medical examination 

e.  Appointment letter 

4. Training and Development: 

Training of employees takes place after orientation takes place. Training 

is the process of enhancing the skills, capabilities and knowledge of employees 

for doing a particular job. Training process moulds the thinking of employees 

and leads to quality performance of employees. It is continuous and never 

ending in nature.Training is generally imparted in two ways: 

a. On the job training- On the job training methods are those which are 

given to the employees within the everyday working of a concern. It is a 

https://www.managementstudyguide.com/training-of-employees.htm
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simple and cost-effective training method. The inproficient as well as 

semi- proficient employees can be well trained by using such training 

method.  

b. Off the job training- Off the job training methods are those in which 

training is provided away from the actual working condition. It is 

generally used in case of new employees. Instances of off the job 

training methods are workshops, seminars, conferences, etc. Such 

method is costly and is effective . 

3.2 Importance of the individual’s role in the workflow. 

A business workflow is a repeatable process that consists of a 

series of tasks that generally need to be completed in a specific sequence. 

The workflow improve the individual employee efficiency,quickly 

respond to issues or problem,established the responsibility  and  improve the 

quality of product /services etc. Therefore this turn ,dramatically  streamline 

and automate improve business , minimizing room for errors and increasing 

overall efficiency . 

3.3 Reporting Structure: 

A reporting structure refers to the interrelationship between various 

authorities in a company. This is a hierarchal chain of command that clarifies who 

reports to whom. Some reporting structures are self-evident in small businesses 

that only have a few employees. These businesses may have the employer as the 

sole senior authority and all employees report to them. The case is different in 

large corporations where many activities take place simultaneously. Large 

businesses require formal reporting hierarchies. Companies set up reporting 

structures to identify which employees are in charge of various functions, 

https://tallyfy.com/streamline-improve-business-process/
https://tallyfy.com/streamline-improve-business-process/
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departments and the entire organization. Their structure depends on several 

factors, including the size of the company, type of business, products and services 

produced, current projects, geographic locations and the employee's individual 

expertise. 

i.  Hierarchical org structure 

 

  Figure 3.1 Hierarchical org structure 

The pyramid-shaped organizational chart we referred to earlier is known as a 

hierarchical org chart. It’s the most common type of organizational structure––the 

chain of command goes from the top (e.g., the CEO or manager) down (e.g., 

entry-level and low-level employees) and each employee has a supervisor.  

Pros     

 Better defines levels of authority and responsibility 
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 Shows who each person reports to or who to talk to about specific 

projects 

 Motivates employees with clear career paths and chances for 

promotion      

 Gives each employee a specialty      

 Creates camaraderie between employees within the same department 

Cons 

 Can slow down innovation or important changes due to increased 

bureaucracy 

 Can cause employees to act in interest of the department instead of 

the company as a whole 

 Can make lower-level employees feel like they have less ownership 

and can’t express their ideas for the company 

3. Functional org structure 

Similar to a hierarchical organizational structure, a functional org structure 

starts with positions with the highest levels of responsibility at the top and goes 

down from there. Primarily, though, employees are organized according to their 

specific skills and their corresponding function in the company. Each separate 

department is managed independently.  
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  Fig 3.2 Functional org structure 

 

Pros 

 Allows employees to focus on their role 

 Encourages specialization 

 Help teams and departments feel self-determined 

 Is easily scalable in any sized company 

Cons 

 Can create silos within an organization 

 Hampers interdepartmental communication 

 Obscures processes and strategies for different markets or products in a 

company 

3. Horizontal or flat org structure 

A horizontal or flat organizational structure fits companies with few levels 

between upper management and staff-level employees. Many start-up businesses 
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use a horizontal org structure before they grow large enough to build out different 

departments, but some organizations maintain this structure since it encourages 

less supervision and more involvement from all employees. 

 

 Fig 3.3 Horizontal or flat org structure 

Pros     

 Gives employees more responsibility 

 Fosters more open communication     

 Improves coordination and speed of implementing new ideas     

Cons 

 Can create confusion since employees do not have a clear supervisor to 

report to. 

 Can produce employees with more generalized skills and knowledge. 

 Can be difficult to maintain once the company grows beyond start-up 

status. 

4. Divisional org structure: 
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In divisional organizational structures, a company’s divisions have control 

over their own resources, essentially operating like their own company within the 

larger organization. Each division can have its own marketing team, sales team, 

IT team, etc. This structure works well for large companies as it empowers the 

various divisions to make decisions without everyone having to report to just a 

few executives.  

 

  Figure 3.4 Divisional org structure 

Pros 

 Helps large companies stay flexible  

 Allows for a quicker response to industry changes or customer needs 

 Promotes independence, autonomy, and a customized approach 

Cons 

 Can easily lead to duplicate resources 

 Can mean muddled or insufficient communication between the 

headquarters and its divisions 

 Can result in a company competing with itself 

5. Matrix org structure 
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A matrix organizational chart looks like a grid, and it shows cross-

functional teams that form for special projects. For example, an engineer may 

regularly belong to the engineering department (led by an engineering director) 

but work on a temporary project (led by a project manager). The matrix org chart 

accounts for both of these roles and reporting relationships. 

 

  Figure 3.5 :Matrix org structure 

Pros 

 Allows supervisors to easily choose individuals by the needs of a project 

 Gives a more dynamic view of the organization 

 Encourages employees to use their skills in various capacities aside from 

their original roles 

Cons 

 Presents a conflict between department managers and project managers 

 Can change more frequently than other organizational chart types 

6. Team-based org structure 
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It’ll come as no surprise that a team-based organizational structure groups 

employees according to (what else?) teams––think scrum teams or tiger teams. A 

team organizational structure is meant to disrupt the traditional hierarchy, 

focusing more on problem solving, cooperation, and giving employees more 

control. 

 

 Figure 3.6: Team-based org structure 

Pros 

 Increases productivity, performance, and transparency by breaking 

down silos 

 Promotes a growth mindset 

 Changes the traditional career models by getting people to move 

laterally 

 Values experience rather than seniority 

 Requires minimal management 

 Fits well with agile companies with scrum or tiger teams 

https://www.lucidchart.com/blog/how-to-build-a-scrum-team-structure
https://www.lucidchart.com/blog/why-use-tiger-teams
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Cons 

 Goes against many companies’ natural inclination of a purely 

hierarchical structure 

 Might make promotional paths less clear for employees 

7. Network org structure 

These days, few businesses have all their services under one roof, and 

juggling the multitudes of vendors, subcontractors, freelancers, offsite locations, 

and satellite offices can get confusing. A network organizational structure makes 

sense of the spread of resources. It can also describe an internal structure that 

focuses more on open communication and relationships rather than hierarchy. 

 

   Figure 3.7 Network org structure 

Pros 
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 Visualizes the complex web of onsite and offsite relationships in 

companies 

 Allows companies to be more flexible and agile 

 Give more power to all employees to collaborate, take initiative, and 

make decisions 

 Helps employees and stakeholders understand workflows and 

processes 

Cons 

 Can quickly become overly complex when dealing with lots of offsite 

processes 

 Can make it more difficult for employees to know who has final say 

Consider the needs of your organization, including the company culture that you 

want to develop, and choose one of these organizational structures. 

3.4 Communicating effectively: 

Effective Communication is defined as the ability to convey information to 

another effectively and efficiently. Business managers with good verbal, 

nonverbal and written communication skills help facilitate the sharing of 

information between people within a company for its commercial benefit. 

In other words, communication is said to be effective when all the parties 

(sender and receiver) in the communication, assign similar meanings to the 

message and listen carefully to what all have been said and make the sender feel 

heard and understood. 
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In a business organization, communication is said to be effective when the 

information or data shared among the employees effectively contribute towards 

organization’s commercial success. 

Benefits: 

i. Effective communication facilitates innovations in a business organization 

by allowing employees and management to come up with innovative ideas 

that might further help in the overall development of the organization. 

ii. A work environment enriched with effective or open communication helps 

in building a cohesive and effective team. Effective communication always 

boosts the morale of employees. 

iii. When there is hassle-free and open communication between the 

management and the employees, it leads to a steady rise in the pace of 

progress of the organization.  

3.5 Building Team coordination: 

For a team to work productively there must be good communication, 

positive engagement, and a universal sense of trust and respect between all 

members. Achieving and maintaining an encouraging community normally 

requires team building. There are given below few steps to improve the team 

building coordinations. 

i. Roadmap Of The Team’s Goals: 

Teams often underperform due to lack of coordination. If team goals 

 are not well defined or communicated clearly, it becomes difficult for the 

 team to work as a unit. Thus, for a manager or a team leader handling an 

 overseas team, it is essential to establish a concrete roadmap. Having a 
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 roadmap not only helps enhance productivity, but also ensures completion of 

 targets within the stipulated timeline. 

ii. Define Individual Roles Within The Team: 

For managers of geographically dispersed teams, it is a must to spell 

 out individual roles within the team. Clearly defining individual roles as per 

 proficiency and aptitude helps a team to perform better. Defining the 

 responsibilities according to one’s skill sets also ensures that the task 

 completed will be thorough and error free. 

iii. Planning & Communication: 

Behind every successful project lies great communication. However, 

 this doesn’t mean having too many calls or Skype chats on a daily basis. 

 Instead, it is important to communicate with the right teams at the right time. 

 Sharing notes and regular feedback is a great way to enhance a team’s 

 productivity. 

A good manager communicates clearly about the targets or 

 objectives in a transparent, clear and empathetic manner. The team leader  

 must also have great communication skills to keep the team motivated and  

 coordinated. 

iv. Make Work More Fun: 

Team happiness not only spurs productivity, but it also makes the 

 work environment a happy place. For managers, who are handling overseas 

 teams, it is important to make work more fun. It has been observed that 

 workplace happiness impacts productivity the most.  
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Depending on the budget, you may want to get your team together 

 once a year or more for dinners and team-building activities. If budgets are 

 tight, you could set up an intranet team page with photographs of team 

members.  

v. Give Feedback & Rewards: 

For the manager of a geographically dispersed team, it’s important to 

 maintain the team’s morale, and feedback and rewards go a long way in 

 achieving that. Schedule regular telephonic calls, or video calls to share 

 feedback with your team. Make sure you are fair and consistent while 

 providing feedback to overseas teams. Also, ensure that your team is equally 

 rewarded so that they do not feel demotivated or isolated 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 4 

SAFETY AT WORKPLACE 

4.1Maintaining the work area safe and secure: 

  It is important to ensure that work happens safely and effectively to 

 prolong the life of the system and ensure the well-being of the workers 

 operating the system. 

1. Safety begins with personnel: 

  During any solar power installation, the first step is to ensure the 

 personnel are properly trained. It is not enough for staff to know how to 
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 carry out their operations safely, they must also be trained to handle 

 emergency situations in a timely and effective manner. 

 Other personnel considerations: 

 Regular monitoring of the physical fitness of the staff for the strenuous 

tasks they are expected to perform. 

 Ensure they have valid medical certification suitable for the job on 

hand. 

 A stern policy on the use of inebriants on the job. 

 Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) such as safety shoes, safety 

helmets, reflecting jackets, gloves and safety belt, full body harnesses 

with permanent lifelines should be strictly mandatory for all workers 

and all jobs 

2. Solar installation checklist 

i. Surveying rooftop for plot points 

 High quality and well maintained Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

to be used during the solar power installation. 

 While the installation is in progress, use of mobiles and other electrical 

devices is prohibited to avoid all distractions 

ii. Unloading of modules, clamps, electrical panels and cables 

 The attachment of modules to the crane or forklift has to be secured by 

a qualified person. 

 While unloading the modules, crane speed should be maintained below 

10 km per hour. 

iii. Lifting of modules by lifting operators 

 To avoid accidents, lifting equipment is maintained at a safe pace 

from installation personnel. 

 The jack or boom of the lifting equipment should be oiled and 

serviced regularly to ensure smooth operations. 

iv. Lifting modules manually by stairs 

 If the modules are lifted manually onto the rooftop, the path is 

sanitised and cleared of any physical obstacles. 

 Adequately sized project teams are formed for easy handling of 

modules. 
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v. Module installation 

 During the solar power plant installation, instructions are laid out and 

to be followed diligently by one and all. 

 The entire installation staff is regularly trained to avoid any damage to 

the modules. 

vi. Routing of cable 

 During the routing of the cable, a thorough check is done to ensure the 

cable is not damaged. 

 The entire process should be carried out under stringent supervision of 

qualified engineers. 

vii. Electrical solar panel installation 

 Cut resistant quality hand gloves are used as and when modules are 

physically installed. 

 Utmost care is taken to not overload the panels 

viii. Routing the AC cable 

 When the AC cable is routed, the tray is secured for any wear and 

tear. 

 Once the tray is clear of any damage, it is carefully positioned to 

keep it moisture free. 

ix. Clamp fixing 

 The monkey ladder, which is used for installation, comes with a 

provision for attachment of safety lanyard. 

 The ropes are also customised to suit individual projects 

x. Earthing 

 During the process, the speed of the boring machine is always 

maintained below 10 km per hour. 

 The team strictly adheres to the use of cotton, PVC, and leather 

gloves while fixing electrodes, handling backfilling compound and 

connecting the electrical panel. 

 Welding goggles, face shields, and aprons are also used during the 

welding of the system 

4.2 Handling hazardous material: 
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The impact and handling of  hazardous materials are summarized on 

the basis of manufacturing of solar panel and their installation process. 

1.  HAZARDS IN PV MANUFACTURE: 

During the manufacturing process with solar panels may be exposed 

to many chemicals such as telluride, cadmium telluride, gallium and  

germanium. Hydrofluoric acid as well as other acids and alkails that are used 

in the cleaning process, each presents its individual hazard. Solar panels also 

pose carcinogenic risks, so it is vital to protect workers from exposure to 

these dangers. Care during handling of the hazards materials during 

manufacturing are:- 

 Employees who work in an environment where toxic materials  is 

present during making  PV cell should shower daily and wash their 

hands and faces prior to eating, smoking and drinking. 

 employees should use personal protective equipment to avoid all 

potential skin contact, including where appropriate, gloves and a 

laboratory coat. 

 Maintenance workers tasked with the routine clean-up of reactors and 

clean-up of accidental spills may be at special risk.After clean-up 

operations have been completed, these workers should be required to 

shower and change their clothing. 

2. HAZARDS IN PV INSTALLATION : 

During system installation process does not require toxic chemicals . 

The site is mechanically cleared of large vegetation, fences are constructed, 

and the land is surveyed to layout exact installation locations. Trenches for 

underground wiring are dug and support posts are driven into the ground. 

The solar panels are bolted to steel and aluminum support structures and 

wired together. Inverter pads are installed, and an inverter and transformer 

are installed on each pad. Once everything is connected, the system is tested, 

and only then turned on. 

Care during handling of the hazards materials during installation are 
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 Solar panels easily injure the worker .Solar panels can get hot quickly 

in the sun, and their sharp edges and heavy clunky nature can lead to 

injuries that include cuts, bruises, scrapes, pulled muscles, burns, 

strains, sprains and broken bones. 

 Solar panels begin to heat up as soon as they are uncovered, and then 

they bake in the sun all day long.That means that they are often very 

hot during the installation process and maintenance tasks. Installers 

should look at safety gear to protect against burns . 

4.3 Operating hazardous tools and equipment :- 

1. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE): 

Safety must be the foremost issue and hence the tools for personnel 

safety are of prime importance. The tools for personnel safety are helmet, 

safety belt or rope, hand gloves, boots, safety glasses, ladder etc. Each 

installer must have these tools, also called Personal Protective Equipment 

(PPE), and should be familiar with their use. 

 

 

Fig4.1: Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

 

i. Safety for Head:- 
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Wearing a helmet offers protection and can prevent head injuries. 

Select a sturdy helmet that is adapted to the working conditions. These days 

you can find many elegant designs and you can choose extra options such as 

an adjustable interior harness and comfortable sweatbands. 

     

Fig4.2:   Helmet 

ii. Safety for Eyes and face:- 

The eyes are the most complex and fragile parts of our body. Each 

day, more than 600 people worldwide sustain eye injuries during their work.  

Eye and face protection is done by following equipment:- 

  Safety glasses()required for most PV installation tasks) 

 Goggles 

 Face shield 

 

                                             

(a)                         (b)                                         (c) 

 Fig 4.3 (a) Safety Glasses (b)  Goggles   © Face shield 

 

iii Safety for Hearing: 
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 An earplug is a device that is inserted in the ear canal to protect the user's 

ears from loud noises, intrusion of water, foreign bodies, dust or excessive wind. 

Since they reduce the sound volume, earplugs are often used to help 

prevent hearing loss and tinnitus (ringing of the ears). 

            

   Fig4.4: Different types of earplug 

iv. Safety for respiration: 

  Respirators serve to protect the user from breathing in contaminants in 

 the air, thus preserving the health of their respiratory tract. Dust masks offer 

 protection against fine dust and other dangerous particles. If the materials 

 are truly toxic, use a full-face mask . This adheres tightly to the face, to 

 protect the nose and mouth against harmful pollution. 

  

    

  Fig4.5:  Mask  and respirator 

v. Safety for Hand: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ear_canal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dust
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hearing_loss
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tinnitus
https://www.oshaeducationschool.com/respiratory-protection-awareness-for-general-industry
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Hands and fingers are often injured, so it is vital to protect them 

properly. Depending on the sector you work in, you can choose from gloves 

for different applications: 

 protection against vibrations 

 protection against cuts by sharp materials 

 protection against cold or heat 

 protection against bacteriological risks 

 protection against splashes from diluted chemicals. 

vi. Safety for Feet:  

Even your feet need solid protection. Safety shoes and boots are the 

ideal solution to protect the feet against heavy weights. An anti-skid sole is 

useful when working in a damp environment, definitely if you know that 

16,2% of all industrial accidents are caused by tripping or sliding. On 

slippery surfaces, such as snow and ice, shoe claws are recommended. 

Special socks can provide extra comfort. 

   

    Fig4.6: Protective Footwear 

Each employee uses protective footwear when working in areas when 

there  is a danger of foot injuries due to falling or rolling objects,  and where 

such  employee's feet are exposed to electrical hazards. 

vii.  Safety for Body: 

Preventing accidents is crucial in a crowded workshop. That is why a 

good  visibility at work is a must: a high-visibility jacket and pants made 

of a strong fabric can help prevent accidents.  
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Fig 4.7 Clothes for body safety 

viii. PPE for Arc Flash 

When a risk of arc flash exists, the selection of PPE and its 

characteristics can be done as a consequence of the calculation of the 

incident arc energy or consulting a hazard category. Protective equipment 

for arc flash, as shown in Figure  

 

  Fig4.9: PPE for arc flash 

2.   Fall protection tools: 

Many PV arrays are installed on rooftops or elevated structure , so 

each employee on a walking/working surfaces with an unprotected side or 

edge 6 feet or more above or a lower level shall be protected from the falling 

by use of guardrail system, safety net system or personal fall arrest 

system(includes anchorage,lifeline and body harness). 
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  Fig 4.10:  Fall protection tools 

3.  Fire protection equipment: 

Firefighting equipment shall be conspicuously located  and access all 

the times without any delay. Firefighting equipment periodically inspect ted 

and maintain .Defective equipment shall be replaced immediately. 

 

 

4.4 Emergency procedures to be followed such as fire accidents, etc: 

All electrical installations, by their nature, will carry some degree of 

fire risk.  Although fires caused by PV panels are rare, any fire involving a 

building with a PV array can present an increased risk to occupants and fire-

fighters. If a fire damages the DC cables from the PV array, for example by 

burning off insulation, then there will be risk of electric shock from the 
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exposed DC conductors, in particular to fire-fighters. In  the PV systems  the 

fire may be caused due to:- 

 Installation mistake:  poor installation or the use of wrongly 

specified, incorrect or faulty equipment. Some time seen that AC 

isolator switches being used mistakenly in DC circuits resulting in a 

build-up of heat within the switch enclosure and leading to a fire.   

 Product failures:  use of faulty inverters or faulty DC switches or the 

absence of isolator switches.  

 External influence: animals, lightning etc. 

 Planning failure:  poor mechanical and electrical design            

 (e.g. incorrect selection of DC isolators, cabling). Any switching or   

 connection faults on the DC side of a system can result in the 

 generation of a high temperature arc or high resistance fault which 

 could start a fire.  DC arcs can be difficult to extinguish and pose a 

 risk to fire-fighters attempting to suppress the fire. 

 Many PV systems feed energy into the electricity grid at times when it 

is not required by the building.  When such  feed in is occurring from 

a number of distributed sources, this can cause voltage fluctuations in 

the grid. Fluctuations are known to have the potential to cause fires in 

sensitive equipment, such as television sets 

Thus fire and/or electric shock risks, although these can be 

 minimised by good system design, product selection and installation 

 practices. 

4.4.1 Emergency Procedure  during fire: 

Following safety rules should be adopted during fire by 

firefighter:- 

a) Complete a 360 to locate ESS:  

The-first arriving member should complete a 360 walk 

around of the building, if possible, to locate any solar panels and or 

energy storage systems (ESS) present.  
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b) Turn off all systems:  

As a general safety rule for securing PV systems at an 

emergency or fire scene, Firefighters should shutoff and secure all 

switches/disconnects that are visible and accessible and all circuit 

breakers at the Main Electrical Service Panel. 

c) Commence the fire attack- from distance:  

If the solar panels on the roof of a residential structure are 

 burning, firefighters need to understand that PV modules or 

 components, or the adjacent areas around the modules or components, 

 the aluminum frame can  become deformed or melt, exposing the 

 hazardous chemicals to direct flame and/or  significant heat.  

  Firefighters can safely extinguish the fire by applying a straight 

 stream from a minimum of 20 feet away or use a fog pattern from 5 

 feet away.Grid utility electricity coming from the local power 

 company to the house has not changed and the firefighters need to 

 recognize this and follow their standard operating procedures for 

 working with existing residential utility electrical services.Foam is not 

 needed to extinguish a solar panel or battery fire.In fact, testing has 

 shown that plain water is most effective tool. 

The exposure to flame and heat will cause the materials to 

 dissipate in the smoke  plume, constituting an inhalation hazard to 

 Firefighters without breathing apparatus, as  well as people standing 

 near the fire building and in the path of the plume. The  inhalation 

 hazard from these chemicals can be mitigated for Firefighters by 

 ensuring the constant use of breathing apparatus and all PPE during 

 fire attack and overhaul operations. 

d) Strategies for Battery fire : 

Firefighters should be familiar with how to isolate the bank of 

batteries from the PV system, if needed. If the PV system is disconnected 

from the batteries, the bank of  batteries themselves still has potential for 

electrical shock. Firefighter should never  attempt to cut into or attempt 
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to damage the batteries under any circumstance. If the  batteries are 

punctured by a conductive object, such as halligan tool, the object may  

become energized. Firefighters working around or adjacent to the battery 

storage  areas should only use flashlights and must utilize proper PPE, 

including breathing  apparatus, during fire attack and overhaul operations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER-5 

SOLAR TRACKING SYSTEM 

5.1 Solar Tracker: 

It is a device that solar panels can move easily from one side to 

another side  with moving sun. 
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The most-common applications for solar trackers are positioning 

photovoltaic (PV) panels (solar panels) so that they remain perpendicular to 

the Sun’s rays and positioning space telescopes so that they can determine 

the Sun’s direction.  By keeping the panel perpendicular to the Sun, more 

sunlight strikes the solar panel, less light is reflected, and more energy is 

absorbed.  

It is kept in mind that the Sun angle changes north to south seasonally 

and east to west daily. As a result, although tracking east to west is 

important, north to south tracking has a less-significant impact. 

5.1 Types of Solar Tracking Systems 

1. Based on the Rotation: 

There are two types of solar tracking systems on the basis of rotation:- 

a) Single-axis solar tracker 

b)  Dual-axis.Solar tracker 

These are discussed one by one 

a)  Single-axis solar tracker : 

It moves your panels on one axis of movement, usually aligned 

with north and south. These setups allow your panels to arc from east 

to west and track the sun as it rises and sets. Single-axis photovoltaic 

tracking systems are divided into three different types. These include 

i. horizontal single-axis tracking system, (HSAT) 

ii.  vertical single-axis tracking system, and 

iii.  tilted single-axis tracking system 

i. horizontal single-axis tracking system, (HSAT): 

 

The rotating axis of the HSAT is horizontal with the ground as shown 

in Fig 5.1(a) . 

 

ii. Vertical single-axis tracking system (VSAT): 

 

https://www.britannica.com/technology/solar-panel
https://www.britannica.com/science/optical-telescope
https://www.britannica.com/science/energy
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The rotating axis of the VSAT is vertical with the ground as shown in 

fig 5.1(b). These tracking systems rotate from east to west during the day. 

 

iii. Tilted single-axis tracking system (TSAT): 

 

All tracking systems with a horizontal and vertically rotating axis are 

considered to be tilted single-axis tracking systems as shown in fig 5.1(c). 

The tilt angles of tracking systems are often limited to decrease the elevated 

end’s height off the ground and reduce the wind profile. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.1: Single axis solar tracking system: (a) HSAT (b) VSAT 

(c) TSAT 

 

b)  Dual-axis solar tracker : 

It allows your panels to move on two axes, aligned both  

  north-south and an east-west. This type of system is designed to  

  maximize your solar energy collection throughout the year. It can  
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  track seasonal variations in the  height of the sun in addition to normal 

  daily motion. 

Dual-axis photovoltaic tracking systems are divided into two 

different types, which are classified by the azimuth of their primary 

axes with respect to the ground. Two common types are azimuth-

altitude tracking system and tip-tilt tracking system.  

 

i. Tip-tilt dual-axis tracking system (TTDAT) : 

 

  A tip-tilt dual-axis tracking system (TTDAT) has its primary 

 axis horizontal to the ground, while the secondary axis is normal to 

 the primary axis. It is shown in fig 5.2(a). 

 

ii. Azimuth-altitude dual-axis tracking system : 

 

  An azimuth-altitude dual-axis tracking system (AADAT) has its 

 primary axis vertical to the ground, while the secondary axis is normal 

 to the primary axis.It is shown in fig 5.2(b). 

  

   

 Figure 5.2. Dual-axis photovoltaic tracking systems: (a) TTDAT and (b) AADAT. 

 

Disadvantage: 
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 The annual power consumption of dual-axis solar tracker is 72% over 

single-axis solar tracker. The dual axis solar tracker is more complicated, 

costly, and requires high maintenance as compared with one axis solar tracker 

2. Based on the Drive: 

There are two main types of solar tracker exist active (electrical) and 

passive (mechanical). 

a) Passive tracker:  

The passive solar tracker is the system in which the solar panel is 

fixed with a face upwards to the sky. Passive tracking systems use the 

pressure difference of special liquids or gases with a low boiling point or 

springs from material with formed memory to move the axes of the tracking 

system. The pressure difference is created by the thermal differences of the 

shaded and illuminated sides of the tracking system. The tracking system 

moves until the pressure difference is in balance, which allows stretching 

and thus tracking in clear weather. Passive systems are used very rarely and 

do not need additional power supply to operate. 

b) Active solar tracker : 

 Active systems are those that use electrical drives and mechanical 

assemblies to operate. The main components are a microprocessor, an 

electric motor, gearboxes, and sensors. Most of the active trackers use the 

sensor for moving the panel with sunlight 
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Figure 5.3. Driving system: (a) passive  tracking system (b) Active tracking system 

5.2 Advantages and disadvantages of solar tracking system: 

 Advantages of solar tracking system: 

With solar tracking, power output can be increased by about 30 to 40 

percent. 

 Disadvantages of solar tracking system: 

A static solar panel may have a warranty that spans decades and may require 

little to no maintenance. Solar trackers, on the other hand, have much shorter 

warranties and require one or more actuators to move the panel. These moving 

parts increase installation costs and reduce reliability; active tracking systems may 

also use a small amount of energy (passive systems do not require additional 

energy).  

Computer-based algorithm solar trackers are more expensive, require 

additional maintenance, and become obsolete much faster than static solar panels, 

since they use fast-evolving electronic components with parts that may be difficult 

to replace in relatively short periods of time. 

 

 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/algorithm
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